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REVIEW OF RGS 1:1 PROGRAMME IN
RAFFLES GIRLS’ SCHOOL (SECONDARY)
BY MRS TAN YIN LAI (HEAD, ICT)

Ever since the implementation of the 1:1
programme in 2012, there are parents who query
The RGS1:1 programme has been implemented
for seven years, since 2012. This study aims to
review the RGS 1:1 programme. In order to find

why the school has decided that students have to
purchase a MacBook for the RGS1:1
programme. Essentially, they would like to
understand why the RGS 1:1 programme

out what is happening in class from students’

necessitates the use of a MacBook and not any

and teachers’ perspectives, and their

other laptop. The BY(i)TES) Score was computed

perceptions about how the future of RGS1:1

and analysed. School leaders and all departments

programme could be like, information was
gathered through surveys (student survey,
teacher survey, BY(i)TES, TRES II and TRES III
surveys) and also focus group discussions with
students and teachers. A group of Key
Personnel also visited 5 schools in Shanghai, 4

assessed their department practices, lesson design
etc. using the BY(i)TES instrument. Over the years,
BY(i)TES scores also hover close to a score of 3.
As such, a review of RGS 1:1 programme is
necessary to find out exactly how Teachers and
Students use the MacBook for teaching and

Singapore Secondary schools and a Polytechnic,

learning and whether we are harnessing the

to find out more about their 1:1programme,

capabilities of the MacBook which was the original

and their plans for the future. The results from

reason for adopting the MacBook in the first place,

this study provide a rich synthesis of the ideas

and to re-assess the choice of device.

and information gathered for consideration as
the school plans the future direction of the
RGS1:1 programme.

The objective of this research is to review the RGS1:1
Programme, to find out:
What are we doing?
How are we doing?
Where are we heading?
What should we do next?
The findings will be used to propose the future
direction of the RGS1:1 programme.

3

An overview of the data collected is as follows:
A) Surveys on the use of ICT in the classroom were
distributed to students and teachers from April to
June 2018.
All students and teachers were invited to participate
in the survey. The questions were similar for these
two groups. The aim of the survey was to check if
the results from each group corroborated with the
other. Survey questions collected information on
students’ and teachers’ perception on the use of ICT

C) School Visits took place from May to September
2017.

a. Shanghai Schools (5 Schools – Shang Hai No.
3, No. 2 High School of East China University,
Shanghai High, Huayu Private, YK Pao)
b. Local Schools (5 Schools – Republic Polytechnic,
Singapore School of Science and Technology,
Crescent Girls' School, Maris Stella High School
(Email Interview - From MacBook to BYOD))

in the classroom for teaching and learning, the
alignment of ICT use to the RGS 1:1 goals,
and device preferences for teaching and learning.

D) TRES II and III Survey results (Figure 1) for
questions which were relevant to RGS 1:1 were

Total Respondents:

analysed.

Teachers Survey: 111 Respondents
Students Survey: 1090 Respondents
B) Focus Group Discussions (FGD) were conducted in
May 2018 for Students and in June 2018 for Teachers,
to understand more about the results from both
surveys.
STUDENTS
The students were randomly selected, and
divided into Upper Sec and Lower Sec groups.
Students were asked to elaborate on the
possible reasons behind their responses in the
survey. A total of 27 students attended the
FGDs.
TEACHERS

Figure 1: Teachers' and Students' TRES Survey Questions

13 teachers from various departments attended
the FGD. They were selected based on their
years of service in RGS, which ranged from less
than a year to at least 20 years of service.
Teachers were asked to elaborate on some of the
responses from the survey as well as learning or
training opportunities which they may find useful
to further maximise the 1:1 programme
Teachers were asked to suggest on how to push
the boundaries to get students to do more and
help themselves learn better.

Both students and teachers were also asked to
envisage how the RGS future classroom would
look like.
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TRES II and TRES III RESULTS

The students also felt that the use of ICT in the
classroom across subjects is also uneven. However,
they were quick to add that this unevenness was
understandable as the use of ICT may not add
value to their learning in some cases or in some
subjects. They cited PE and Math as examples
where low usage is appropriate and acceptable.
For subjects that use ICT in class, the online
activities were varied and largely revolved around
the use of Google suite and websites. Students
mentioned that teachers also tried to strike a

Figure 2: TRES II and TRES III results

All the statements were highly rated (Figure 2), with all
of them above 80% of Agree/Strongly Agree responses.

balance between online and face-to-face
discussions, which the students valued.
Some students mentioned that RGS1:1 has helped
them to be more critical thinkers, especially in

RGS 1:1 GOALS: The students found that the goals of

navigating vast information online and in learning to

RGS1:1 are somewhat familiar to them and are still

differentiate real and fake news. They also had to

relevant. However, the data suggested that while some

learn to be more disciplined and exercise self-

teachers did present opportunities for activities aligned

control so that they will not be overly distracted

to RGS 1:1 goals to be conducted during lessons, this

with playing online games and using social media

was not carried out evenly across subjects.

instead of doing school work.

While there is still an uptrend from 2012 to 2018,

largely revolved around the use of Google suite and

there is also a stagnation and a slight dip (Figure 3).

websites. Teachers said that they try to balance online

As teachers become more confident and competent

and face-to-face discussions in class even though some

with existing practices, they may have higher

students prefer to type their discussions online.

expectations on the use of the device for teaching and
learning.

Feedback suggests that the use of the MacBook for
Teaching and Learning has stagnated. Teachers noted
that they wanted to explore beyond Google Suite to
use tools like iTunes U, iBook, AR and big data. One
suggestion was to do a pilot-run with application (like
Google classroom), and focus on learning one app a
year. Currently, ICT learning is ad-hoc rather than
whole-school. The school should set aside time for
sharing and training to take place. There was a call
for department-based ICT representatives who will
look for constant updates on good practices, share
the ideas and collaborate across departments.

Figure 3: Trend from BY(i)TES survey

To the teachers, they too felt that the goals of RGS1:1
were somewhat familiar and still relevant to them.
They shared that that there were opportunities in the
classroom to fulfil the RGS1:1 goals. The teachers said
that they use the device most of the time and only
when appropriate for the learning.
Most of the online activities done in class by students
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During the FGD, teachers proposed that they be
provided with other devices besides MacBook e.g.
iPad or Tablet to be able to draw or write using the
stylus. Teachers also want to be mobile and not be
desk-bound due to projector cables, to be able to
walk around to monitor and respond to to student’s
needs. They suggested the use of Apple TVs in the
classrooms.

Most of the schools in Shanghai do not have a 1:1

curriculum in the lower years. (e.g. programming

laptop programme. They have computer labs and

conducted in computer labs). STEM programming

teachers plan and book labs for their lessons. Their

is offered as enrichment that students can opt to

use of laptops during lessons is more for direct

take up after school (e.g. Science research, fly and

instruction. ICT lessons are conducted as part of their

design a drone, robotics, AR, VR etc).

The schools we visited are clear about their direction

ST JOSEPH'S INSTITUTION:

and objectives with regards to the use of the device.

Uses the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) approach,

For example:

the learning platforms are web based. Essentially,

REPUBLIC POLYTECHNIC:
Requires students to buy a Windows laptop. This is
because the school platform for online learning and eassessments requires the use of the Windows OS.

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
Requires students to buy a MacBook. There are clear
curriculum and assessments objectives which are
aligned with the use of MacBook. Students are
required to create products for their projects with the
use of Mac Software (e.g. Keynote, GargageBand etc).
While they also use Google suite, they said that they
have also observed the students to be doing
productive, efficient work on Google vs Creative work
with the Mac Software. Students were more creative
when they used the iWork Suite.

their students are consumers of information and
not required as much to create products. Thus, a
smartphone to access the platforms suffices.

CRESCENT GIRLS' SCHOOL:
Uses BYOD approach. Learning platforms and tools
are web based. They will abandon their existing
platforms and transit to Student Learning Space
by end of 2018. While they are a BYOD school, they
make known the specifications for their
recommended device to parents. Ultimately, the
parents choose what they want to buy for their
daughters. Some parents can also choose to opt
out of BYOD. For such cases, the student will
borrow a set from IT department and return it at
the end of each day. However, there are limited
loan sets, available on a first-come-first-served
basis.

With the roll-out of Student Learning Space and new
technology, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality,
Artificial Intelligence, we need to rethink how we will
redesign our classroom lessons to enhance and
engage our students more. To also promote greater
learning in STEM-related fields, the school will also be
introducing more programmes into the curriculum
and co-curriculum (Aesthetics - Coding, Music, Art,
RA2.0 - Coding/Programming).

goals. Both teachers and students prefer a laptop
over a tablet for lessons. This is because a laptop
has a larger screen and greater computing power
to do creative work. As the use of the MacBook for
Teaching and Learning seems to have stagnated

The goals of RGS 1:1 are still relevant and more can

and resources are mostly web-based, teachers

be done to attain the goals. Teachers should

would like more training and collaboration on IT

consciously design their lessons to align them to the

for Teaching and Learning.
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RGS 1:1 DEVICE

SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS
After the Learning Technology Team was dissolved

From 2020, the RGS 1:1 will use the Bring

in 2016, the Senior Teachers and Lead Teachers

Your Own Laptop (BYOL) model. Since

(ST/LT) oversee the profession development of ICT

teachers and students have indicated their

T&L for teachers. The ST/LTs will plan for more

preference for a laptop because of the larger

Department-based/disciplined-based training for

screen size and computing power, the School

ICT T&L. Having the content mastery, ST/LTs will be

will recommend the specifications (Min 12.5”

able to champion the use of ICT in the subject

monitor, 8G RAM, i5 processor, 7h Battery

discipline.

life). Parents will have the final decision on
the device that they will buy for their

They will plan for department-based professional

daughters. As it is, most users prefer to have

development involving ICT including the sharing of

a choice (i.e. computing power, storage

SAMR exemplars. For the existing Music Lessons

capacity etc). Besides, when students bring

which require the use of GarageBand, the teachers

different laptops, students can learn more

are to consider alternative software that can be

from each other about the different OS.

supported on Mac OS and Windows OS.
Alternatively, mobile cart of iPads/ laptops/
desktops for specific software can be deployed
temporarily to these lessons to support the
teachers until another solution can be found.

SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS
To enable teachers to focus on the Teaching and Learning, the IT department will train the students in the key
skills and knowledge which departments will have to identify. The IT Department will conduct these sessions
during Curriculum Enrichment Space/ study blocks/ after school.
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HARNESSING THE 1:1 ENVIRONMENT:
AN INTER-SCHOOL SHARING
BY MR THOMAS LEE

This paper is the result of an endeavour by five
schools to share their rationale, experience and

Across the five schools, the reasons for embarking on

future thoughts on how one-to-one computing in a

using devices in the classroom are similar. They are:

school’s space within and beyond the classroom
transforms paradigms on learning and teaching.
It also highlights some of the obstacles,
considerations and workarounds that these forays

Embracing the reality of ubiquitous computing
(code, computers, the networks are

into bringing devices into the hands of learners can

everywhere).

present. While some are likely to be anticipated,

Providing opportunities for learners to navigate

others – gains and concerns alike – can take on

the burgeoning connectedness.

surprising turns.

Equipping students with the skills to connect,

The five collaborating schools are, Admiralty

discern and problem solve collaboratively.

Secondary School, Edgefield Secondary School,

Empowering students to be active creators of

Nanyang Girls’ High School, School of Science and

learning experiences.

Technology and Raffles Girls’ School (Secondary).

Redefining what it means to learn, and

Each school provided a write-up of their

critically, teach.

experiences in the following areas:
Rationale for introducing a one-to-one device
learning environment

The fact that technology has encroached almost every

Challenges in going one-to-one,

facet of our lives is undeniable, hence the focus is on

Designing for Active Learning; and

developing students for the 21st Century

What’s next…

Competencies. That said, all schools acknowledged the
need to engage the human element in implementing

While this paper summarises the write-ups above,
specific examples will not be attributed to
individual schools. We believe the focus should be
on the collective learning we can glean by learning

devices and to consider the elements that constitute a
good lesson. Simply put, it involves transforming the
mindsets of teachers and students on how learning can
take place.

from each other. In fact, the overall picture is more
often similar than divergent.
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This brings us to one of the most challenging

strong concern that schools are addressing through a

aspect of change management: helping everyone in

series of tools and programmes. From limiting the

an organisation to harness technology. The concern

bandwidth on a monthly basis, to appointing cyber

was in helping teachers to use appropriate

wellness ambassadors, this is an ongoing education

pedagogies. All schools emphasised the need to set

effort. As for parents, while they were generally

time aside for professional development and

supportive of the initiatives, many expressed

celebrate success stories of colleagues. The device

concerns of the high costs. These concerns are

was just the trigger, but the focus was on

somewhat alleviated through financial support such

encouraging learner motivation, re-crafting

as IT Branch funds and Financial Assistance Scheme,

curriculum maps, lesson plans and strategies. This

as well as instalment plans with selected vendors.

was by far the biggest challenge, providing time
and space to change mindsets, while providing aid

Other challenges are more mundane but nevertheless

in the form of professional development and

critical. One such concern is the lack of infrastructure

discourse to enhance everyone’s competencies and

to support the new learning environment. The

confidence.

problems include the limited bandwidth of the

A critical issue that emerged was how to teach
students to disconnect. Device addiction is a

power points.

That said, all five schools acknowledge the benefits

teachers create content and accessing it via iTunes

of a one-to-one environment. A key benefit is that it

University. Students and teachers alike were finding

facilitates learner involvement not only on the

new freedoms, learning new apps, new lenses to

learning task, but also the motivation to go beyond

problem definition and solving etc.

what is listed. In short, the push toward selfdirected learning was evident in how students
started to learn more collaboratively, as well as
independently. From simple tasks such as taking
notes via applications, updating their calendars,
accessing materials and lessons in the Student
Learning Space, charting learning goals and
proffering questions for future learning, students
were evidently more engaged in their learning.
Coupled with an almost instantaneous collaborative
learning experience on cloud documents, deliberate
task designs based on models such as Challenge
Based Learning, it was cathartic for faculty and
student bodies to see how they were able to marry
pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge and
technological knowledge while dealing with the
social dimension of working with others in the
digital domain through online searches, accessing
experts via web links or even having teachers
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networks, adequacy of WIFI coverage and access to

WHAT's next?
Evidently, it was not a walk in the park. There

embarking on coding as a requisite skill for all

have been many challenges and more will

students, incorporating advances such as AR and VR

surface in time. While the physical aspects such

into lessons, as well as utilising a greater array of

as bandwidth limitations will eventually be

devices such as smartphones even on learning

ironed out, the schools identified the need to be

journeys locally and overseas.

mindful of gaps between those who can access
the learning versus those who may not be able

At the same time, the reason for all the above is not

to. This requires attention to barriers such as

lost on us; i.e. to enhance the lives of others around

financial limitations, competency issues in both

us by helping everyone see possibilities and probably

students and teachers alike as well as mindsets

more importantly, the yearning, desire and ultimate

that might trip up programme implementations.

action to be advocates for positive change in our

It is exciting to see how one school is already

increasingly interconnected world.
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Making Thinking Visible in Chemistry through
analogies and models
BY D R . C H R I S T O P H E R S LATTER – NANYANG GIRLS’ HIGH SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION
A significant number of students find aspects of

ABSTRACT

chemistry difficult to learn, and from a teacher’s
perspective, it is a complex subject to teach.

Teachers and their students can clarify

Fensham (2005) proposes that this is because

abstract ideas in chemistry using

chemical knowledge is created by professional

analogies and models, both conceptual

chemists for use by professional chemists and, as
such, it is not easily accessible and useful to

and physical. The use of analogies and

secondary school students. In addition, Fensham

models allows individuals to make their

(2005) suggests that students’ enjoyment of

thinking and understanding of complex

learning chemistry is diminished because it is

ideas visible to both themselves and their

often taught in a didactic manner, the content is

peers. Once thinking and understanding

not immediately relevant to the students’ lives

of complex ideas has been made visible,

and – compared to other subjects – it is difficult

then discussions can take place with

to learn. Consequently, it is important for

more clarity and potential

chemistry teachers to transform and present

misconceptions can be addressed. When

chemical knowledge into a form that is accessible,
3

interesting and useful to their students.

3

students take things that are precise and
familiar to them in the macroscopic world
and reconcile them with things that are

McComas (2017) identifies another challenge to
science teachers in general – why teach science
when only a small percentage of secondary
school students will enter professions that
require a high degree of scientific knowledge? To
answer this question, it should be remembered

abstract and unfamiliar in the submicroscopic world, then the cognitive
effort required to form connections
facilitates deeper learning and
understanding of the abstract concepts.

that science is more than a collection of facts; it
is a body of knowledge (concepts, theories and
laws), a way of thinking (curiosity, reasoning and
scepticism) and it is a way of investigating
(inquiring, observing and concluding). These are
important cognitive skills that are relevant to all
members of society regardless of their career
path.
In summary, it is the role of the chemistry
teacher to transform difficult concepts used by
professional scientists into a form that is
accessible, interesting and useful to their
students. This is significant because scientific
literacy is important in personal decision making
and is therefore a benefit to society. One way to
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achieve this is for both teachers and students
to make their thinking visible through the use
of models and analogies, a process that helps
to clarify understanding and reduce
misconceptions in the classroom.

LITERATURE REVIEW
“In learning abstract science concepts, if
teachers could use pedagogical approaches
that allow students to visualise the concepts,
this will prompt students to have a better
understanding of the concepts.”
Karpudewan et al., 2017.

Learning takes place when a person in

write balanced chemical equations in order to

cognitive equilibrium encounters new

describe the reaction. Finally, they arrive at the

knowledge. Cognitive disequilibrium then

sub-microscopic domain where the potential for

occurs as the individual connects and

misconceptions arises as students start to make

assimilates the new knowledge with what they

sense of how and why chemical changes take

already know. As new schemata, or knowledge

place at the scale of atoms, ions and molecules

structures, are formed, the individual returns
to cognitive equilibrium (Jean Piaget, 1936). It
is proposed that if new knowledge is presented
to students through a context that they are
already familiar with (i.e. using analogies and
models) then the new knowledge will be more
easily assimilated into the students’ existing
knowledge.
Learning is a consequence of thinking (Clark and
Linn, 2003). Learning improves when students
are able to think through the concepts that they
are studying, a process that takes time and

Figure 1. Johnstone (1991) proposed that students
must understand three different domains of chemistry,
macroscopic, representational and sub-microscopic.

energy and requires varied activities and many

EXAMPLES OF STUDENTS' MISCONCEPTIONS

opportunities to make connections. In addition,

A key issue with teaching and learning chemistry

good thinking (and hence learning) requires

is the abstract nature of the subject. Teachers

students to be open-minded, curious, sceptical

can demonstrate, and students can observe, the

and imaginative (Perkins and Ritchhart, 2004).

consequence of a chemical reaction, for example,

Without these characteristics, good thinking will

a change in temperature or the production of a

not take place and thus, only shallow learning

gas, but it is impossible to observe the actual

will occur (Hattie and Yates, 2014).

particles as they react. Teachers may struggle

In order for students to learn chemistry, they
must be able to think through the concept that
they are studying, but if they are unable to
imagine what is taking place at a molecular level,
shallow learning will occur and misconceptions
will accumulate. It is therefore important for
chemistry students to make their thinking and
learning visible so that they can reflect on their
own work and so that it can be evaluated by
their peers and their teachers.
The Chemistry Triangle proposed by Johnstone
(1991) (Figure 1) illustrates his proposal that
students must understand three different
domains of chemistry. He suggests that many
teachers begin with the macroscopic domain,
thinking and learning visible so that they can

with explaining what cannot be observed and
students can become frustrated as they try to
imagine what might be happening at a molecular
level. This combination has the potential to
create misconceptions in the mind of the student
and compromise the learning of the subject.
What teachers tell and show their students, and
what their students conceptualise and
understand do not always match. Based upon
their own experiences and tacit knowledge, as a
student reconciles new information with what
she already knows, misconceptions can
arise.These can persist and may manifest new
misconceptions in other areas of chemistry if
the student is not given the opportunity to make
their thinking and understanding visible.

reflect on their own work and so that it can be
evaluated by their peers and their teachers with

Some examples of students’ misconceptions are

their students conducting experiments that

given below. Note that they are both

have observable outcomes. They then proceed

misconceptions about events that occur at the

to the representational domain, where students

sub-microscopic level.
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Figure 2. A student’s
understanding of sodium
chloride dissolved in water.

Figure 3. A student’s
understanding of a single particle
moving through a vacuum.

The first example (Figure 2) shows a student’s

Figure 4. Modelling
a molecule of
methane, CH4, using
circular magnets on
a whiteboard.

Figure 5. Modelling
a diatomic molecule
of a compound
using LEGO®.

Figure 6. Modelling
a compound in the
solid state using
M&Ms®.

understanding of sodium chloride dissolving in
water, which the student has interpreted literally

Circular magnets of different colours can be

by drawing a sodium ion and chloride ion inside a

attached to a classroom’s whiteboard and

water molecule. The second example (Figure 3)

used to model atoms of different chemical

shows a student’s understanding of a particle in

elements (Figure 4). This is a very visual

the gas phase moving through a vacuum. The

approach to teaching students how to balance

student has drawn the particle moving randomly,

chemical equations. Students stand at the

rather than in a straight line, even though there

whiteboard adding and moving magnets as

are no other particles for it to collide with.

necessary, under the scrutiny of their peers, until
the chemical equation in question has been

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES FOR MAKING
THINKING VISIBLE
Harvard Project Zero thinking routines – I
used to think… …now I think.
This is a popular thinking routine that can be used
to show how a student’s understanding of a topic
has changed as a result of teaching or some other
new experience. The student begins by describing
what she used to think about a topic. The student
then describes how her thinking has changed after
learning something new; for example, after
watching a video, conducting an experiment or
participating in a class discussion. Note that is
useful to question the students further to uncover
why their thinking changed; for example, what
information or experience had a significant impact
on their understanding of the topic?
The student reflects upon what she thinks an acid

balanced. Throughout the process, students are
encouraged to explain their thinking aloud to the
class. This serves as a form of metacognition, and
allows their peers to follow their decision making,
thus providing material for a brief class
discussion once the task is complete.
Most students are familiar with LEGO®, and
they are keen to construct models of submicroscopic concepts in chemistry using
LEGO® bricks, making their thinking and
understanding very visible in the process. The
bricks can be used by students to model elements,
compounds, mixtures of elements and mixtures of
compounds (Figure 5). At a higher level, the bricks
can also be used to model polymerisation and
optical isomerism. Through visual inspection of a
student’s model, teachers and peers can quickly
assess the level of understanding and identify
potential misconceptions.

is, based upon what she has read in the news and
seen in films (media influence):
“I used to think that acids were dangerous,
corrosive liquids that dissolved everything.”
The student then reflects upon what she thinks an
acid is, after studying and conducting experiments
on acid, bases and salts:
“Now I think that acids are chemicals that
produce hydrogen ions. They can be neutralised
by bases, and some acids are even safe enough
to eat.”
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M&Ms® are small, circular candies that are
available in many different colours. If each
colour is assumed to represent a different
chemical element, then students can quickly
arrange M&Ms® to illustrate elements,
compounds and mixtures as solids, liquids and
gases (Figure 6). Students can photograph their
models and share them in an online document for
peers to evaluate and comment on, making their
thinking visible, and making learning more
engaging and dynamic.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
General feedback from students, collected in a

learners. Students seem (assumption) to be

qualitative manner, is that they enjoy learning

more willing to take responsible risks when

chemistry through analogies and models.

expressing their thinking using models rather

Students feel confident taking ideas that they are

than just words. Referring to a physical model

already familiar with and using them, through

while explaining their reasoning can provide

analogies, to explore and define abstract concepts

students with more confidence and focus as it

that would be difficult to understand in isolation.
In addition, encouraging students to come-up with
their own analogies to explain abstract concepts

provides them with something to structure
their answer around.

in chemistry fosters critical and creative thinking

One word of caution. Although analogies and

which are important and enduring skills for

models can help students to make their thinking

students to learn.

visible and understand concepts, they must still
be able to describe their thinking using the

Encouraging students to make their thinking

correct scientific terms (scientific literacy) – which

visible by using physical models appeals to

is another thing to be mastered and something

students who are kinaesthetic and visual

that is still a problem for some individuals.
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新 事件与社会

的 元教学

UNIT LESSON PLAN ON NEWS AND SOCIAL ISSUE
林

，

琴

摘要 ABSTRACT
本⽂乃

我 通

概念 得（Concept Attainment）的教学模式，探索如何以概念主 教学的 程。

我校母 部

Unit Lesson Design），帮助⼆ 学 者看到中⼆快捷 元三“听

元教学

配合⼆ 学 者的特点，

有序，教学内容兼 投⼊性学 (Engaged learning)与有效 估

⼀套教学 程清晰、

(Effective Assessment)的 元教学。 元

写”四 技能之 的 系。

的 程分三个 段。

第⼀个 段：确⽴要学⽣掌握的概念(Concept)、关 性 知（Enduring Understanding）和关
（Essential questions

⽽确定学 者通 本 元

的学

程可以 成的⽬

Learner Outcomes）; 从知

(Knowledge)、技能(Skills)与概念(Concept)几个⾓度 估学 成果。
第⼆ 段：确定学 任
第三 段：教学
（每

35分

⽤新加坡 堂教学 践要 中的教学策略，
的教学⽅案，包括：听新

社会

异同、

以便了解教学效果以及学⽣知 与技能的迁移能⼒。

⼝

2

表意

新

社会

写

教材提供的关内容与即 的新

了解新 主要内容（2
表意

2

听

区分新

料，

六

中受 者意 的

)。

This article narrates the journey of the Mother Tongue Department in applying Concept Attainment
teaching strategies in our school. The learners are learning Secondary two Express Chinese as their
second language. Through the use of Secondary 2 Express Chinese Chapter three and the Unit Lesson
Design, we assisted the learners to see the connection between the four skills of listening, speaking,
reading and writing. In accordance to the traits of the second language learner, we designed a systematic
and clear unit lesson plan that included engaged learning strategies and effective assessment.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
中⼆快捷⽼

在不同的教学班 的 践，我

以概念

主 教学、能提升学⽣⾼ 次思 的能⼒。它推 学⽣去判
断和分析

并

新 事件和社会

从⽽提升⼆ 学 者 新 ⽂体的
⼆ 学 者最 形成

新

形成

思辨能⼒，

与技能的迁移能⼒，

思考新

表看法与

意 的 ⾝学 技能。

INSTRUCTION (DELIVERY)
第1、2

教 先

学⽣听新

引 学⽣了解与中⼆快捷第7
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⾳【教材提供的 ⾳】，
海⽔不再

基于 “原油泄漏”事件的

境 染 我 的⽣活 来怎 的影

保

⼀个⼈的 任，以及如何⿎励⼤家都
⽽ 学⽣理解“保

学⽣ ⼀步探

与分析，⽼

境 什么是每
保尽⼀份⼒，从

境”（概念Concept）是每⼀个⼈的

任 （关 性 知 Enduring Understanding）。

Areas for Improvement:

学⽣ ⼈⼀

其中⼀个

”、早 的

借助“新

⽚和中⽂网站所提供的信息，以及⾃⼰的思考，回答以
下⼀个
1）⼈

什么喜 吃 翅？

2）吃 翅的影

(特 是 海洋⽣ 系 ) 有 些？

3）你 成通 ⽴法，禁⽌⼈ 吃 翅
4）你

学⽣将

什么？

怎 做，才能 少⼈ 吃 翅？

后整理的答案 表在LMS的学 平台FORUM

上，其他⼩ 的学⽣可以即

⽼

后再整理学⽣的

答案（主要是整理句⼦⽂法不同、⽤ 不当的部分，不
改 学⽣的看法与理由 述。
第5、6

学⽣在参 了各 学⽣

与看法之后，根据
吃 翅” ⼀

不同

写作的要求，就“是否

社会

⽴法禁⽌

表⾃⼰个⼈的看法，同

中跟朋友探 “如何保 我 的⽣

在 ⼀

表的意
也要在

境” ⼀ 保

中，除了引 学⽣ ⽤⼀般的

写作

境”

甚⾄宇宙与太空 ⼀

的⼤ 境，从⽽ ⼤学⽣思 的广度和深度。最后，学⽣
在 堂 定的
的内容是否

50分

内完成

并 ⽤“核

”

写作的要求。

Strengths: 母 部 的⽼ 在学 如何“概念 得”的

教学模式、

⾏ 元教学

Erickson, H.L. (2007). Concept-Based Curriculum and
Instruction for the Thinking Classroom, Corwin Press,Inc.
Erickson, H.L., Lanning, L.A. (2014).Transitioning to ConceptBased Curriculum and Instruction : How to Bring Content and
Process Together,Corwin Press, Inc.
National Research Council. (2000). How people learn: Brain,
mind, experience, and school: Expanded edition. National
Academies Press.

反思 REFLECTIONS (LEARNING POINTS)
收

Anderson, L. W. and Krathwohl, D. R., et al (Eds..) (2001) A
Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing: A Revision of
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Allyn & Bacon.
Boston, MA (Pearson Education Group).

与安排

内容要点的⽅法之外，特 引 学⽣如何界定“⽣
⼀概念，包括 地、海洋、⼤气

REFERENCES
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Conceptual Understanding, Secondary: Designing Lessons and
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KAHOOT!
USING “KAHOOT!” IN VOCABULARY TEACHING

内容提要: 此次研究将着⼿于使⽤Kahoot即

答游 教授

受学⽣ 的 迎，我 将探究它有助于学⽣学 的因素。
得的 果是否⼀致。其 果将有助于我

⽣

近几年，Kahoot ⼀ ⽣于 ⼦ 代的教学⼯具

量其成效，我

⾏了学⽣ 卷和

考

以

者所

新 教学⼯具的反思。

This study focus on the use of Kahoot!, an online game-based learning platform, to learn Chinese
vocabulary. In the recent years, Kahoot! as a teaching tool in this digital age is gaining popularity among
the students. We will explore whether Kahoot! has a positive influence to students’ learning. To measure
its influence, we collected data through students’ survey and vocabulary tests’ grades to compare the
outcomes of both sets of data. The findings will provide insights to the use of this innovative teaching tool.

Kahoot!、

Kahoot! 上即

答游

操作步 :

避免排名落后的学⽣放弃， 数不宜 多，如此

在 次的教学 践中，教 将需要考 的 ⽂⽣ 以⾕歌⽂
件之形式，要求同学以个⼈或⼩

找⽣

学⽣可⽤ 上 典如“ 典”来 找

了避免学⽣直接引

⽤网 上的句⼦，教
如此可

提醒学⽣在理解

意并造句。
后⾃⼰造句，

同学是否真的理解。教 在学⽣完成造句后，

根据学⽣所造的句⼦ 予反 是否有需要修改的句⼦， 学
⽣修改，同 也能即 表 句⼦造得不 的同学。 若是以分
⽅式完成，教 能

些⽣

多⼩ ⽆法提供正确的造

句，可在 上提出 解。

当所有句⼦都完成后，教 可制作Kahoot!的 ⽬，建 每
次

的 数控制在20 左右。 游 ⼤ 在 ⾏15 后学⽣的

分数差距会拉开，排名也⼤致确定。
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⽅⾯

易控制，学⽣的注意⼒也 能集中。
句⼦的

尽量以学⽣⾃⼰的造句 主，学⽣ 在看到⾃

⼰造的句⼦出 在屏幕上，会提升游 的参与感，教 亦
可修改同学的句⼦以增加 ⽬的 度。 ⽬

的⼲

⽤ ⽂内的其它⽣

在游

或是加⼊前几 的⽣

⽣ 重复出 可加深学⽣
次加深 ⽣

的印象，也能在⽼

或搭配的了解，如此能 到巩固

可
⾏
解 再
的作

⽤。Kahoot!的出 操作如下：

先在Kahoot!网站 https://getKahoot.com/
注册 号，填⼊

与 定密 就可以。

登⼊ 号，create a new Kahoot!, 你会看到
Quiz、Jumbo、discussion和

四个
survey

新增

Quiz

的主

始

在考 前以Kahoot

或可分 以个 班 的句⼦

了

学 的成效，我

⾏了

活 来收集数据：⼀、

；⼆、学⽣ 卷。前者反映Kahoot

的

定 答

分award point
需要 个

的 限time limit 及
⼊

最多四个

的⼲

完成后在正确答案

resources 上加上出 同学的名字。 存后并
新增 ⽬，也可以在 中加⼊影⽚或 ⽚。

学⽣的

考

帮助；后

者反映学⽣ Kahoot的接受程度。

考

最少

旁打勾即完成。你也可以在credit
且

复 的⼯

所任教的同⼀个年 有不同班

共⽤⼀个

⼊

作

践成果分析

教学

使⽤ 象Audience后，就可以开

若⽼

可以

⽣不易掌握的

中，加⼊之前 多学

具。

你的

命名 Name Your Quiz Title，然后加上 短的
明后以及

教 也可以在 ⾏新的Kahoot

学⽣是否真的 步了？ 个

往往离不开成

在教授第⼀篇 ⽂后的第5周 ⾏⼀次

考

的范 是三篇 ⽂的30个 ⽂⽣ 和50条成
期限， 研究班

⾏了七次的Kahoot!游

Kahoot!是否能 学⽣提⾼学

班 得
中⼆

考

我 以 六周
看看

的效率。

存完所有 ⽬，就可 布 Save and
publish。

Kahoot!

⽽ 了真 地反映Kahoot!的教学成效， ⼀次

堂活

数并不 算在学⽣的 平均⾥，

⾏⽅式:

Kahoot! 的 堂操作分 教 端和学⽣端。教 登 后，可
任教班 同学是否都有
classic或分

或⼿机来

游 ⽅式是个

Team mode模式。在游

教 可开 不同

如

⽬或答案随机出

Kahoot!网站， ⼊游 代
⼊代 后，再 ⼊班

的部分，
教

学⽣到

平板或⼿机等

学⽣可⽤

可 同学重新 ⼊名字再次 ⼊游
后，就可以开始 ⾏游

不影 成
⾔之，在不算分（降低了考 ⼒）的情况
先在Kahoot网站
https://getKahoot.com/
下， 班 若能取得 秀的成 那就 明了Kahoot!有助
注册 号，填⼊ 与 定密 就可以。
于 学 学⽣通 堂上的Kahoot!活 提⾼了学 趣，
同 也加深了
法。反之，

每个答案会有⼀个

⾊ 答。在所有学⽣答完⼀ 后，会出
若全数答

可 答 的同学解 或⽼

易掌握

的意思和⽤

明Kahoot!教学并未 到 期效果。

⽂的

考

以平均分数⽽

我

分 40分，各班的成 如下：

答案的

学⽣作答的⽐

教 ⽆ 多作 明。答 的部分，
充 明。全部答

束，

前五名的学⽣。学⽣能在⾃⼰的屏幕上看到他当前的成
和他在 堂上的排名，

中⼆⾼

的 ⾊

Kahoot!会依据学⽣答 速z度和答 的正确性， 排序出
的

⽅式能⿎励学⽣之 的良

性 争。

考

Kahoot!能
料，表 表 佳的同学，同

弱的同学 ，了解其学

助。教 可以在 ⾏新 ⽂前 ⾏学⽣

点并提供必要的
掌握度的前測，

班 分

⼤。GPA代表的是全年的 平均，各班 的平均GPA 反映
4.0

了各班的 ⽂基

存并分析

在中⼆全年 12班中，

排名第⼀和第六。若 照学⽣去年的GPA，排名更 不

⼀次的

也⿎励表

的印象，在复

当所有学⽣都登⼊

和形状，当学⽣看到正确答案，就能⽴ 刻点

束后，教

果并

⽬只会出 在教 端，学⽣端

的画⾯只有最多四个的

游

班 也清楚知道

姓名。如果同学有故意乱 名字

的情形，教 可将滑⿏移⾄ 名称，按 ⼀点即可 除。教

率的 条

考 的分

粹考核
学⽣

分，分数越⼩ 表⽰能⼒越弱。
没有其他 ⽂能⼒的考
的学

那么学⽣在

若

考 中必然

会考得 好。当然成 的好坏也包含了⼀些其他因素，
如：学⽣的 ⽂基

教 的教授技巧、考 的形式等因素。

从 果来看，211班和206班GPA的排名分

第⼆和第

或在 ⽂教学后， ⾏后
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六，

考 平均成 的排名
并没有

第⼀和第六。

使⽤Kahoot!教

明了 ⼀次

不 看出学⽣
遍

的 著效果。

Kahoot! 的 度是⾮常正⾯的。他 普

Kahoot!有助于掌握

学⽣更 极学

和⽤法，能激 学

趣，

甚⾄少部分的学⽣会在 后⾃⾏学

是有效的学 ⽅法。
然⽽ 是否 明了Kahoot!
此，我 在学⽣ 卷中，

教学⽆效？其 也不尽然如
不⼀ 的 果。

果，但是它 醒了学⽣的学

学⽣ 卷

考 中没有 著的效

趣， 于⿎励学⽣学

起到 极的作⽤。

了了解学⽣的学 ⼼理，我
卷

考 和 卷，Kahoot! 然在

班 的学⽣做了⼀

果如下：

然Kahoot!广受学⽣的喜

96％的⼈喜 ⽼ 在班上使⽤Kahoot!。

但我 同 也

了Kahoot!

的⼀些局限。
⾸先，Kahoot!教学⽤的是 ⼦平台，学⽣写得很少，不

学⽣⼤致能接受Kahoot!教学，⽽ 什么学⽣会喜

究

Kahoot!呢？其原因⼤致可分 几点。

字的

得牢。上⽂所提到的
有些学⽣甚⾄写下

考 中确 也

了学⽣

拼⾳，不会写 ⽂字。因

此 ⾏Kahoot!教学，千万 “迷信”科技。科技不能解决所
有的

要配合 后功 尽量 学⽣ 写⽣

才能相 相成

巩固学
其次， ⾏Kahoot!教学即是在考 教 “主持”游 的能
⼒。教 要控制 堂 技氛

要安 反

⿎励程度 低的学⽣，要同 把

于 烈的学⽣，和

种⼼理 化 学

⼒，

把焦点放在学 上⽽不是同学之 的⽐拼。相⽐于⼀般的
若按学⽣的喜好来分，可

几点：Kahoot! 能炒 班

上的气氛（89.5％）、公布排名名次（64.9%）、 反

⾏Kahoot!的同

教 不 有必要掌握了学⽣ ⽣ 的

了解程度， 常常得

当

正学⽣的

越快得分越⾼（66.7%）、即 公布答案（64.9%）、限
定

答（42.1％）、 知道其他同学的
此次教学 践 我 了解到 似于Kahoot!

（17.5%）、其他原因（5.3%）。
于学⽣的反
是班上

我 可以

的 技氛

理解：Kahoot!最吸引学⽣的

⽽且学⽣ ⾮常在意⾃⼰的排名，想

要在 答中 得⾼分。超 ⼀半的同学也注意到所公布的答
案。他 其 不太在意

的限制，也不太理会班上其他同

学的掌握程度。 ⽽⾔之，Kahoot!挑起的是学⽣ 烈参
与的 趣。以 技⽐ 的模式，通

的氛

能

⾃⼰参

的游 平台已

逐 普及。 ⼦ 代的跫⾳已在学堂⾥ 起。⾯
件、平台、 ⽤程式，往往叫教

多的教学

眼花 乱，⽆从下⼿。

然⽽往后的世界属于出⽣于 ⼦ 代的学⽣

⽽教

些学

⽣的我 ⼜ 能停滞不前，不着⼿新科技呢？我 相信若是
能在科技教学⽅⾯不断跟
⼀

⼀定能在 堂上 制出⼀道不

景

与。
提⾼了 趣是否就 学 有帮助？我 在 卷中

了学⽣的

看法。

Collins, K. (2015). Kahoot! is gamifying the classroom. Retrieved
from https://www.wired.co.uk/article/kahoot-gaming-educationplatform-norway

100％ 的⼈

⽤Kahoot!学

93% 的⼈表⽰ 学

有效

更感 趣

93％ 的⼈表⽰使⽤Kahoo!后，⽐ 清楚⽣ 的意思
93％ 的⼈表⽰使⽤Kahoot!后，⽐ 清楚⽣ 的⽤法
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89％ 的⼈

Kahoot!能激 ⾃⼰在 后学

89 % 的⼈

班上同学 得更 极地学

Olatoye, F. (2015). Evaluation of online formative assessment in
the classroom: A comparative case study of Kahoot and
Socrative.

RESEARCH BRIEFS

学活⽤—— 物互 的

堂

JOY OF LEARNING IN CHINESE SPECIAL PROGRAM (CSP) FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

前⾔

摘要

This study aims to explore the use of
interactive role playing and Comenian theory
to improve students’ motivation and also to

研究⽅法

strengthen students’ understanding of the
vocabulary in the textbook. Comenius
recommended that teachers start with objects
most familiar to the child to introduce him/her
to both the new language and the more
remote world of objects. The study
participants were secondary 1 students from
2017 and 2018. The two batches of students
use the same learning materials. The
difference was it was teacher-centric lesson
for the 2017 batch of students, whereas the
2018 batch of students will have more
interaction during class activities, with teacher
or among their peers. The study compared
their oral and comprehension results and also
compared the 2018 batch of students’ listening
comprehension. Lastly, the lesson feedback
from the two batches of students provides us
with insights to the influence of this study.

主 能 性。
了

本次研究的有效性， 者会在 甲、⼄ 采⽤了截然不

同的教学法后，⾸先会

学⽣的⼝ 以及

20

⽂ ⽤的成

⾏⽐

其次再 ⼄ 学⽣的听⼒

前后的 ⽐（ 者没有将⼄ 的听⼒
是因 ⼄

成 作

成 与甲 的相⽐

的 型与甲 的有⼀些不同，所以 者只

⼄ 前后 次听⼒

的成

⾏了⽐

最后，收集

学

⽣的 后反 并作分析。

物、模象教学⽅法

互 式 ⾓⾊扮演
在 物教学 知的基 上， 者 接着利⽤相当 的

和

不少的精⼒⿎励学⽣利⽤ 物 ⾏互 式“⾓⾊扮演”
他

本中学 的 ⽂

“活⽤”的机会。在
型是 建

以及常⽤句型，也就是 予他
堂活 中， 物是⼀个引⼦，句

的框架。学⽣需要利⽤学 的 ⽂

和句

型， 合教 所提供的 景和 有的 物，参考 本中的
范本 ⾏第⼆次 造。 不 要
学⽣ 于 物所代表的 ⽂

学⽣的学

趣，也要

⾏学 巩固，并且 ⼀步

加深学⽣ 句型的掌握， 可 是⼀⽯⼆ 之

教学成果
游 以及
是

学 成果的⼀个重要⽅式。

果有助于教 及

在

学⽣的学 成

个 ⽬的考

整教学⽅式，也能 帮助学 者 到

更好的学 ⽬的。基于

21

游

的原

九个⽉的
它 分

教学后， 者 ⼄ 的学⽣ ⾏了三
⼝

所述， 者将会利⽤ 些考
本研究是否有效。

听⼒

以及 ⽂ ⽤。承上

⽬的成 通

⽐分析来

志峰.浅析直 教学法在外

中的教学作⽤. 北⽅⽂学，11期，

2015 (176)

在第⼆次听⼒

中，⼄ 学⽣的成 有了 著提⾼，平均

分 到99分，当中有77%的学⽣考 100分，⽽最低分是

伍菲. 浅 互 式教学法在 画教学中的 ⽤.

93.3分。

期，2013 (139)

明在

的教学演

尚：理 版，8
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Mathematics Comprehension: Engaging students in
Thinking about Mathematics
MS KWEK MEEK LIN, MDM NORHUDA MD SADEKAN
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
WITH INPUTS FROM: CAROLINE TNG, LIM YOUNG HUI, MAGGIE PHUA, GOH LI MENG, LIM HUEY MIIN, TAY JUN KEAT,
KOH KING KOON, YANG KAI AND TAN YIN LAI.

INTRODUCTION
Do good readers of literal texts make effective readers
of mathematical texts? Minton (2007) posited the
common and yet different skills required by the two
types of readers, as shown in Table 1.

ABSTRACT
In learning mathematics, the ability to read
and comprehend mathematical content
materials is an essential skill to deepen
conceptual understanding, enable effective
problem solving and support independent
learning. To build students’ comprehension
skills for scaffolding mathematical thinking,
this study examines the effects of adapting
the reading comprehension strategies
drawn from those compiled by Keene and
Zimmermann (2007). It documents the

Table 1: Skills for readers and mathematicians by Minton (2007)

process of engaging Year 3 and Year 4

The compact nature of mathematical text requires

mathematical texts that focus on eliciting

appropriate comprehension strategies to enable
conceptual understanding. Mathematical content
materials require students to focus on the critical skills
of clarifying, comparing, connecting to prior
experiences, interpreting, making inferences,
questioning the text, summarizing and visualizing – all
through a mathematical lens. It is no wonder that
reading mathematical texts can be a difficult task for

students (aged 15 and 16) in reading
prior knowledge, drawing connections,
determining importance, questioning,
visualizing ideas and synthesizing new
information. Based on the teachers’ design
and implementation of learning activities,
the students’ evidence of learning and
survey findings from the 81 Year 3 and 30
Year 4 respondents were analysed. The

students.

findings illuminate the effects of building

In order to make visible the unseen processes of

students’ attitudes towards Mathematics

creating meaning from text, the study focused on

learning.

mathematical comprehension skills on

adapting the comprehension strategies compiled by
Keene and Zimmerman (2007) as shown in the Table 2.

The teachers of the Year 3 and Year 4 students
focused on different comprehension strategies to
build their students’ mathematical comprehension
skills. The teachers of the Year 3 students focused
on the strategies of Determining Importance and
Connections as students organized their thinking
and understanding about mathematical objects
using a graphic organizer called Frayer’s Model.
The teachers of the Year 4 students focused on the
strategy of Questioning to actively scaffold
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Table 2: Comprehension Strategies by Keene and Zimmerman

students’ mathematical thinking about important

(2007)

mathematical processes.

ACTION RESEARCH QUESTION
Despite the different strategies adopted by the Year
3 and Year 4 teachers, their research efforts were
focused and aligned with the following questions:

1. What are the effects of using comprehension
strategies to build students’ mathematical
comprehension skills?
2. To what extent has the Math Comprehension
tasks helped increase students’ awareness of
the comprehension strategies when reading
mathematical content materials?

Definition
Description
of object
Student's Answer:
Function that will allow you
to derive the absolute value
of a number
Examples
Applications
or relevant
illustrations of
the
characteristics

Results will
always be
non-negative
|x|

Characteristics
Features that help
recognise, identify
and distinguish
from other objects

Modulus
Function

Non-examples

y = |2x+2|

y = |2|+ x

y = |x|+2

|x+2| = -3

Illustrations that
do not fit the
characteristics

Figure 1: Frayer's Model

To consolidate the mathematical ideas from
the texts, a guided task shown in Figure 2a
and Figure 2b, was given to students to make
relevant connections between new knowledge
and their prior knowledge in order for
meaningful learning to occur.

CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
ACTION PLAN
All the students from the two levels, 376 in Year 3
and 388 in Year 4, were involved in the study. There
were a total of 13 classes and 5 teachers for each
level. This intervention took place over a six-month
period.

YEAR 3 STUDENTS:
The topic of Functions was selected to provide a rich
content area for students to practise identifying
important ideas about the mathematical objects

Figure 2a: Guided Task

under discussion.
Similarities

Teacher modelling within instruction
occured across several units such as
Rational Functions and Modulus Functions. In

Differences

Both graphs have one
y-intercept.

The graph of a modulus function
has a sharp vertex while a
parabola has a smooth turning
point

Both graphs are symmetrical.

The graph of modulus function y =
|2x+1| is positive while the graph
of a parabola could be negative.

Student's Answer:

each episode, students were guided in
selecting, clarifying terminologies, and
distinguishing the important information from
the supporting details such as the definition
and characteristics, while reflectively assessing
one’s understandings using examples and nonexamples of the object.

Key ideas about the object were organized
using the Frayer’s Model to help make
visible the unseen processes of creating
meaning from text, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2b: Guided Task

In a similar fashion, the students’
mathematical comprehension skills were
assessed summatively in the units of Parabolas
and Polynomial Identities.
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PLAN FOR THE YEAR 4 STUDENTS:

The teacher evaluated the students’

The topic of R-Formula (Trigonometry) and

responses and highlighted the

Increasing-Decreasing Functions (Differential

comprehension question stems. This provided

Calculus) were selected as a formative assessment

good opportunities for the students to see how

for learning.

the use of different types of questions at various
junctures of the given text helped clarify one’s

The two unseen texts were given to

thinking and extended understanding of the

students to encourage them to

mathematical process presented.

experience the “struggle” of reading
mathematical text. The information-processing

The students’ mathematical comprehension

phase is then followed by comprehension

skills were assessed summatively by using

questions at the end of the text. A sample of the

another unseen text on the process of "Riemann

text is shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b.

Sum”.

MONITORING AND RESULTS

Part 1: Increasing Functions
Consider each of the 3 cases in Fig. 12.1.
y

The students’ summative evaluation of their

y

y

y=g(x)

y=f(x)
x

O

mathematical comprehension skills was generally

x

O

(a)

the Year 3 students hit a high of about 80%.

(c)

A total of 81 Year 3 students responded to the

Fig. 12.1
What happens to the value of y as x increases?

(ii)

What is the difference between the gradient of the graph in

(iv)

A+ for this component, and the median score for
x

O

(b)

(i)

(iii)

positive. 85% of the Year 4 students achieved A and

y=h(x)

perception survey. More than 88% of them noted

Fig. 12.1(b) and those in Fig. 12.1(a) and Fig. 12.1(c)?
What can you say about the sign of the gradient at any point?
What conclusions can you draw about the sign of
increasing function?

for an

that there were sufficient opportunities to learn and
practise using the comprehension strategies. This
positive feedback on exposure to the

Student's Answer:
(i). The value of y increases in an increasing manner as x increases in (a).
The value of y increases linearly as the value of x increases in (b).
The value of y increases in a decreasing manner as x increases in (c).

comprehension strategies adds to the following

(ii). The gradient of graph in (b) is constant while the gradients of graphs

comprehension skills on the students’ learning of

in (a) and (c) changes at each point.

for an increasing function is positive. (

encouraging findings about the effects of
Mathematics.

(iii). The sign of gradients of any point in all 3 graphs is positive.
(iv). The sign of

survey results (Figure 4) to reflect fairly

>0)

Figure 3a: Unseen texts and comprehension questions

Part 2: Decreasing Functions
(i)

Sketch possible graphs of decreasing functions.

(ii)

What happens to the value of y as x increases?

Generate questions
on definitions,
characteristics,
examples & nonexamples
84.0% SA/A

(iii) What can you say about the sign of the gradient at any point?

(iv)

What conclusions can you draw about the sign of

for a

decreasing function?
Student's Answer:
y

(i)

y

y

Make
connections
with prior
knowledge
75.3%
SA/A75.3%
SA/A

Determine key
ideas in a
given text
82.7% SA/A

Figure 4: Feedback from Y3 perception survey

O

x

O

x

x

O

in negative for a decreasing function. (

perception survey, only half of them indicated that
their awareness to generate questions during and

(iii). The sign of the gradient is negative.
(iv). The sign of

Of the 30 Year 4 student respondents to the
the Math Comprehension tasks helped increase

(ii). The value of y decreases as x increases/
>0)

Figure 3b: Unseen texts and comprehension questions
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Use graphic
organizers to
visualize ideas,
deepen and
expand meaning
75.3% SA/A

after reading a mathematical text.

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION
The team of Year 3 teachers attributed the positive
feedback to the consistent use of the Frayer’s
Model. Not only did the teachers spent a shorter
time clarifying students’ doubts, the students were
also more actively engaged in discussions and in
raising questions. To refine the instructional
strategy, the team recommended that while extra
time was needed to repeatedly go through the use
of the Frayer’s Model, teachers should persist in this
investment of time in order to reap the long term
benefits of independent learning by students.
Teachers should anticipate that some students will
persist in focusing on computational procedures
despite teachers’ emphasis on conceptual
understandings.

The Year 4 team of teachers felt that students were
given sufficient opportunities to develop
mathematical comprehension skills through the use
of purposeful questions. For students who tend to be
more driven by assessments, this was especially
useful to expose them beyond procedural knowledge
and to focus on conceptual understanding.
All teachers in the study agreed that Mathematics
Comprehension has a place in the Mathematics
curriculum. Developing this skill may face initial
resistance from students who are more attuned to
traditional pen-and-paper assessments. With
purposeful buy-in and perseverance with this
learning mode, teachers are likely to see students
become more self-directed in reading mathematical
texts and hence, become better learners of
Mathematics.

REFERENCES
Keene, E. O., & Zimmermann, S. (1997/2007). Mosaic of thought: Teaching comprehension in a reader's
workshop. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann
Minton, L. (2007). What if your ABC’s were your 123’s? Building Connections Between Literacy and Numeracy.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press
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Maximising Impact on Learning through
Formative Evaluation
MR AZAHAR NOOR
HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

Formative evaluation is among the most powerful

This practitioner inquiry was conducted with three

factors identified by John Hattie in his seminal work

Year 4 Inquiry & Advocacy classes for a Unit on

on Visible Learning (2009). Formative evaluation is

“The Global Economy” which spanned over 8

a form of feedback from the learner to the teacher,

weeks between January and March 2018. The total

and focuses on the goals of the learning process

number of students involved in data collection

(Hattie & Zierer, 2018). Underpinning this approach

was 89.

is the gathering of formative data on student
learning to determine whether learners have
attained competency in the stated learning goals.

Quantitative data was collected two weeks prior to
the summative assessment. Using a selfassessment survey, students assessed their own

The teacher implements formative evaluation

competence on each of the unit’s learning goals

towards the end of a unit of study to gather critical

based on a 4-point likert scale.

feedback from students about their learning and
the attainment of the unit’s learning goals.
Formative evaluation also facilitates the
identification of instructional “blind spots” that

LEARNING GOALS AND
SUCCESS CRITERIA

enables the teacher to close any learning gaps

The self-assessment survey consisted of eight

before the onset of a summative assessment. After

learning goals written in the form of “I am able

all, is it not the objective of all pedagogical efforts

to…” statements.(See Table 1). The success criteria

that students achieve the stated learning goals?

for each learning goal was explicitly stated.(See

VISIBLE LEARNING BY HATTIE (2008)

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.

0.
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1.2
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0.9
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-0.1

success criteria were communicated and shared
with students at the beginning of the unit.

0.6

he
ac

Negative

ium

Te

Lo

w

0.3

Med

examples in Table 2). Both the learning goals and

The hinge-point; average effect size 0.4
Formative evaluation d=0.90

Feedback d=0.75

Research Questions

Table 1: 8 learning goals comprising both knowledge
and skills domains

This paper is based on the teacher’s classroom inquiry
conducted in early 2018 on the implementation of
formative evaluation. The pedagogical questions at
the heart of this practitioner inquiry are as follows:

1. What is the impact of instruction on student
learning?
2. How can teachers assess whether students have
attained the learning goals as stated in the unit
being taught?
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Table 2: Examples of how success criteria were
elaborated for each learning goal.

ANALYSIS OF FORMATIVE DATA 1

DISCUSSION

Table 3 shows the formative data gathered from the

The two sets of formative data showed that there

students’ self-assessment survey with the

was a marked increase in students who felt

percentage figures representing students who

competent in attaining learning goals 2, 6 and 8

responded with “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” to each

following the two lessons that were planned to

of the learning goal statements.

close the learning gaps. In addition, there was also a
marked increase for the other learning goals as
well, and this could be due to two possible reasons.
Firstly, as the date of the summative assessment
drew close, we could expect students to intensify
their efforts to prepare for the assessment.
Secondly, the self-assessment survey would have
informed each student where they stood in terms of

Table 3: Formative Data 1

attaining the learning goals, which may then
spurred them to intensify their efforts to close their

The formative data was rather unexpected for

own learning gaps.

learning goals 2 and 6. The teacher had felt that
there were sufficient classroom discussions and

More significantly, however, the formative

resources provided to students on how free trade

evaluation provided the teacher with critical

leads to economic growth. Nonetheless, the data

information about the specific areas of instructional

highlighted that it was rather premature to assume

“blind spots” that may have escaped the teacher’s

that all students felt competent in attaining the

attention, especially for learning goals 2, 6 and 8.

learning goals. Data on learning goal 6 was also

Specific instructional adjustments were made in

surprising as the skills were taught to the students

response to the formative data to close students’

in Year 3. Learning goal 8, however, was a new skill

learning gaps before the onset of the summative

that was taught in Year 4.

assessment.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESPONSE
AND FORMATIVE DATA 2
Two lessons were subsequently planned to address
the learning gaps. A case study on China was
planned so that students could see how free trade
has led to tremendous economic growth in China.
Samples of students’ work on synthesising

FOLLOW-UP FROM
PRACTITIONER INQUIRY
As part of the teacher’s post-inquiry work, the
findings and learning points would be used to
design a Formative Evaluation Toolkit for classroom
practitioners.

alternative viewpoints were also used in class. After
the two lessons, the teacher administered a second
self-assessment survey and compared the two sets
of formative data. Table 4 shows the gains in
student learning following the two lessons.

Table 4: Comparing Two Sets of Formative Data 1 (preintervention) and 2 (post-intervention)
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Active Learning Through an Inquiry Approach for
High Ability Learners In a Biology Classroom
DR. LIM AI KHIM
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

INTRODUCTION
The “Teaching by Telling” approach has always been
the default mode of facilitation in a classroom. In
today’s context, it remains the predominant mode of
instruction in numerous classrooms despite emerging
research evidences that reports the need to shift from
an information-transfer, teacher-centred model to one
that is concept-focused, learner-centred and
collaborative.
“Learning is a consequence of thinking,” says Harvard
Professor David N. Perkins. Drawing on the work
“Harvard Project Zero” by Ron Ritchhard (2011), this
study aims to investigate the use of inquiry-based
learning (IBL) as a learner-centred approach to
cultivate active thinking and learning in a Biology
classroom for high-ability female learners.
Work by VanTassel-Baska (2003) supports the use of
IBL for high-ability learners to promote the
development of scientific processing and synthesis
skills, such as observation, prediction, inference,
interpretation and experimentation. Recent studies
conducted on undergraduate students have reported
improvements in students’ interests, confidence,
synthesis and processing skills in the areas of Science
and Engineering through active learning or guided
inquiry. Moreover, Biology has traditionally been
perceived as a content-heavy subject that requires
memorising. As such, IBL serves as an excellent
instrument to drive active thinking and learning in the

ABSTRACT
Drawing on the works by Ron Ritchhard
(2010) and VanTassel-Baska (2003), this
study investigated the use of inquiry-based
learning (IBL) as a learner-centred approach
to cultivate active thinking and learning in a
Biology classroom for high ability young
female learners. Biology has traditionally
been perceived as a content-heavy subject
that requires memorising. This work
adopted a constructivist-driven strategy to
allow students to synthesise their
understanding through design,
experimentation and reflections. In this
study, 158 students went through a threelesson IBL to design, build and test a
dialysis machine. In the control group,
traditional lecturing and worksheets were
used as forms of information transfer tools.
Pre- and post-diagnostic tests indicated that
both groups of students were able to
demonstrate and apply their content
knowledge in the lower-order and higherorder thinking domains. In self-efficacy
surveys, students exhibited high confidence
in scientific literacy and showed
competence in setting learning goals,
describing learning gains and transferring
skills from other disciplines.

Biology classroom for high-ability female learners.
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In this study, 158 high-ability young learners aged 15-

lecturing and worksheets were used as forms of

16 years old went through a cycle of guided scientific

information transfer tools. Pre- and post-diagnostic

inquiry where they designed a dialysis machine. By

tests were implemented to measure students’

incorporating the use of thinking routines and socratic

demonstration and application of their content

questioning, students worked collaboratively to

knowledge in the lower-order and higher-order

design, build and test their machines for proof-of-

thinking domains. A self-efficacy survey was also

concepts. Through a constructivist-driven experience,

distributed following the implementation of IBL, for

students derived new knowledge on the topic of

students to assess themselves in terms of the

kidney and dialysis. In the control group, traditional

competencies they gained.
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ACTION RESEARCH QUESTION
In order to explore the use of IBL as a learner-

Table 1: Scientific Literacy Test Items (Champagne,
1989)

centred approach in a Biology classroom for high
ability young female learners, the following research
questions will be addressed:

1. Will high ability students be able to attain
the essential scientific knowledge through
IBL?
2. Will students’ confidence in scientific literacy
improve with IBL?
3. In what ways will students benefit cognitively
through the use of IBL?

CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
ACTION PLAN
PARTICIPANTS: A cohort of 15 to 16 years old high

Self-efficacy Student Survey: Students in the

ability female learners were divided into two

experimental group completed a self-efficacy survey

groups, namely the experimental group comprising

of 18 items that were adapted from Beck and Blumer

of 158 students who went through a cycle of guided

(2016). Using four constructs, scientific synthesis (7

scientific inquiry and the control group comprising

items), scientific processing (5 items), metacognition

of 133 students who experienced the traditional

(3 items) and instructor-directed teaching (3 items)

lectures and tutorials.

(Table 2), students evaluated themselves based on

Pre- and Post-Diagnostic tests: Each student was
assigned two sets of diagnostic tests that were

4-point Likert scale: 1-never; 2-seldom; 3-often; 4-all
the time.

conducted prior to and after the experiment. The
first diagnostic test measured the scientific
knowledge of the students based on the topic. The
second test measured the student’s scientific

Table 2: Self-efficacy Evaluation Test Items (Beck and
Blumer, 2016)

literacy.
There were a total of 15 items in the scientific
knowledge test, where 7 items were higher-order
thinking questions that required students to
perform analyses and evaluation. The remaining 8
items were factual or procedural questions that
required students to recall their prior knowledge.
Students were assigned a score of 1 for each correct
answer and no mark was awarded for an incorrect
response.
A total of 10 test items for scientific literacy was
adapted from Champagne (1989) (Table 1). Students
scored their confidence levels based on the 5-point
Likert scale: 1-not at all confident; 2-least
confidence; 3-neutral; 4-somewhat confident; 5-very
confident.
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IBL LESSON DESIGN
Students’ scientific knowledge on the topic of
kidney and dialysis were first assessed using a prediagnostic test. Based the pre-diagnostic test
scores, students were differentiated through
content and product according to their readiness.
In the 3-lesson scientific inquiry on dialysis,
students worked in groups to design and redesign a
dialysis machine, conduct experiment to test their
design, and evaluate their design based on the
experimental outcomes.
Using the thinking routine, Think-Puzzle-Explore,
students first recalled their prior knowledge and
asked themselves what were the additional
information that they needed in order to design a
feasible dialysis machine with the materials provided
to them. In two rounds of student-teacher
questioning, students practised critical thinking in
the form of Yes/No questions to obtain information
needed for their design. The groups evaluated each
other’s designs based on its features, feasibility and
working concepts. With the peers’ feedback, the
groups redesigned their dialysis machines and
planned an experiment that they would conduct in
the following lesson.

RESULTS
The results from this study showed that:
Students are able to demonstrate and
apply their content knowledge through
passive and active learning.
To determine if the high ability students would be
able to acquire the essential scientific knowledge
through IBL, both the experimental and control
groups undertook diagnostic tests to measure their
scientific knowledge on kidney and dialysis before
and after the experiment (Figure 1). Interestingly,
both groups of students exhibited equivalent
improvement in the test scores (Figure 1A), from a
mean score of 40.0% to 70.0% (Figure 1B) and a

In the second lesson, students constructed their
dialysis machine and tested them for proof-ofconcepts. Based on the experimental outcomes, the
groups evaluated the feasibility of their designs and
made final improvements to their work. In the last
lesson, students extended their learning from the
working principles of the dialysis machines to the
key processes that happen in a kidney to produce
urine.

median score of 40.0% to 73.3% after the
experiment.
In addition, students who learnt through scientific
inquiry obtained an equivalent mean score of 4.28
for higher-order thinking questions as compared to
the non-IBL group, with a mean score of 4.20 (Figure
1C). Hence, it is evident that students are able to
apply their content knowledge through active
learning.

Students undergoing both IBL and non-IBL lessons exhibited (A)
equivalent improvement in the median scores for knowledge
content. (B) equivalent mean scores for knowledge content.
There is no significance difference in the mean scores for both
test groups were p>0.05. (C) exhibited equivalent mean scores
for both higher order and lower-order thinking questions for
knowledge content. There is no significant difference in the
mean scores for both test groups where p>0.05.

Figure 1: Data gathered from Pre- and Post- Diagnostic test
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Active learning through IBL improves students’ confidence in scientific analyses and evaluation
To investigate if the students’ confidence in

4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale (Figure 2A-J).

performing scientific analyses and evaluation

Comparing the experimental and control groups, a

improve after IBL, both the experimental and control

higher percentage of students in the IBL group

groups evaluated their personal scientific literacy

showed high confidence for statements 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,

before and after the experiment (Figure 2). In all 10

9 and 10 (Figure 2K). Based on these findings, it can

statements examined, students expressed

be concluded that active learning through IBL

improvements in their confidence to perform

improves students’ confidence in scientific analyses

scientific analyses and evaluation, with 54.1% to

and evaluation.

73.6% of the students rating themselves a score of
(A-J) Students exhibited improvement in
the confidence levels for scientific
literacy statements 1 to 10. Confidence
level was scored based on the 5-point
Likert scale: 1-not at all confident; 2-least
confident; 3-neutral; 4-somewhat
confident; 5-very confident. (K) A higher
percentage of the students who
underwent active learning through IBL
showed high confidence for statements
2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 as compared to the
control group.

Figure 2: Student's Personal Scientific Literacy standard before and after the experiment

Students achieve meta level cognition through IBL
To evaluate the students’ competencies following

On the other hand, M1 (0.772), S1 (0.693), M2

the implementation of IBL, students in the

(0.676), P1 (0.600), S2 (0.547), P4 (0.537), IDT2

experimental group took a self-efficacy survey

(0.403) have moderate to large positive loadings on

comprising 18 items that were adapted from Beck

factor 2 (Figure 3B). The inquiry approach requires

and Blumer (2016). These 18 items were previously

students to practise their socratic questioning, and

used to measure four constructs, scientific

to think critically and creatively to problem solve. At

synthesis, scientific processing, metacognition and

the end of the lessons, students found themselves

instructor-directed teaching (Table 2).

more competent in brainstorming ideas and
defining what they are supposed to achieve.

In this study, the factor exploratory analysis, using a
varimax rotation, revealed two dimensions with
eigenvalue more than 1 (Figure 3A), loading the
survey items onto two new dimensions, described as
“object-level” and “meta-level” cognitions (Figure 3B).
The rotated factor loadings, items S7 (0.800), S5
(0.748), S3 (0.601), P2 (0.529), S6 (0.512) and P5
(0.441) have moderate to large positive loadings on
factor 1 (Figure 3B). Hence, this factor describes
object level cognition, in which students recalled their
past knowledge and applied them in the inquiry.

Figure 3A
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Hence, factor 2 describes students’ meta level

The resulting Cronbach values of these two named

cognition, where they gained confidence in setting

dimensions indicated a good reliability of 0.711

learning goals, describing learning gains and

and 0.781 respectively (Figure 3B). Items P3, S4,

transferring skills from other disciplines.

M3, IDT1 and IDT3, were excluded from the factor
analysis since the correlation coefficient was more

Together, all two factors explain 0.448 or 44.8% of

than 0.9 and/or significance was more than 0.05.

the variation in the data.

Figure 3B

REFLECTION
In this study, IBL is implemented in Biology
classrooms comprising high ability female learners
aged 15-16 years old. Students’ learning outcomes,
which included knowledge and skills, were measured
quantitatively using diagnostics tests. It is evident
that young gifted learners are able to acquire
knowledge to a similar extent without explicit
teaching. Through exploration and inquiry, students
were able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge
content in both lower and higher-thinking domains.

skills. This finding is further complemented by the
students’ self-efficacy survey, where students found
that they were able to set their learning goals,
describe their learning gains and transfer skills
from other disciplines.
As this study was only conducted on female learners
for the subject of Biology, future research should
extend to examine the impact of IBL in other
disciplines, as well as how the male learners fare
similarly or differently in the same and other

Interestingly, a greater percentage of students

disciplines. The self-efficacy survey is a form of

showed high confidence with respect to scientific

students’ perceptions of their own learning gains.

inference and interpretation as compared to the

Students’ perceptions can be made more accurate

control group, indicating that active learning through

by including quantifiable items, as well as increasing

IBL can better equip students with scientific literacy

the number of similar test items.
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The Role of a PLC in Enhancing Teacher Knowledge and
Practices on the Use of ICT in the Classroom
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CENTRE FOR PEDAGOGICAL RESEARCH AND LEARNING

INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

In recent years, schools are increasingly seeking

This article reports on how teachers’

ways to empower teachers to ‘rethink their own
practice, construct new classroom roles and
expectations about student outcomes, and teach in
ways that they have never taught before’ (DarlingHammond and McLaughlin, 1995, p. 597). This is
largely in response to the complexities of 21st
century teaching and learning. One challenging area
is in technology integration in the classroom,
especially as schools seek to meet the needs of
digital natives and the new millennials (Koehler &

participation in a PLC enhanced their use of
ICT in teaching and learning. The PLC in this
context refers to a white space set aside
during school curriculum hours for teachers
and school leaders to work on pedagogical
issues and engage in professional discourse.
Data from this study surfaced insights on how
teachers gained knowledge and skills in using
ICT through interactions in the PLC, and how

Mishra, 2009; Cifuentes, Maxwell, & Bulu, 2011).

that knowledge enhanced their teaching

According to Dufour and Eaker (1998), ‘the most

The findings highlight the value of sustained

promising strategy for sustained, substantive school

professional development to facilitate

improvement is [in] developing the ability of school

technology integration into the curriculum,

personnel to function as professional learning

and the role of the PLC in facilitating teachers’

communities’ (p. xi). This article outlines how

learning and use of ICT in classroom.

practices.

teachers’ participation in a PLC enhanced their
knowledge and practice on the use of ICT in
teaching and learning. It is part of a bigger study
which investigates how participation in a PLC
contributed to teachers’ knowledge and practice;
and by extension, to student learning outcomes.
The school in this study is an independent
secondary school in Singapore for high-ability
learners. School leaders implemented the PLC as a
vehicle of change and as a catalyst to drive teacher
capacity in seeking, assessing and implementing
new ideas and practices in the classroom. Through
this platform, the school aims to promote
collaboration and collective action in transforming
practice.

RESEARCH QUESTION
How does the PLC influence teaching and
learning practices in RGS, particularly in the
area of ICT use in the classroom?
Sub-research questions:
1. How does the PLC support professional learning and
teaching practices related to ICT use in the classroom?

2. What are teachers’ perceptions and experiences of
the PLC in affecting their knowledge and practices
related to ICT use in the classroom?
3. What are the affordances of the PLC as a professional
development platform for learning ICT practices?

LITERATURE REVIEW
Professional Learning for Technology Integration:
Different forms of technology have different potentials, affordances and constraints that make them more
suitable for certain tasks than for others (Koehler & Mishra, 2008). Depending on the instructional activities, ICT
can play different mediating roles in the teaching and learning process. ICT tools used to support learning can be
classified into four categories: (1) informative tools, (2) situating tools, (3) constructive tools, and (4)
communicative tools (Chen, Hsu & Hung, 2000) (refer to Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Types of ICT tools used to support learning (Chen, Hsu & Hung, 2000)

Understanding the affordances and constraints of

technology-facilitated, student-centered instruction

such tools can greatly increase their application in

(Cifuentes, 1997). Thus, professional development

the classroom. However, this requires professional

for effective technology integration will need to

development that emphasizes technology

involve students, teachers and school leaders in

integration in the classroom, such as

learning communities working together to develop a

demonstrations by teachers who have mastered

nuanced understanding of teaching with

specific technologies or collaborative design of

technology.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (TPACK) FRAMEWORK
Koehler and Mishra (2009) proposed an approach to

The definition of these elements and their

thinking about technology integration by looking at

interactions with each other are outlined in the

the interactions between the three core

TPACK framework (Figure 2). According to Koehler &

components of good teaching with technology:

Mishra (2009), TPACK knowledge forms the basis of

content, pedagogy and technology; and the

effective teaching with technology. It encompasses

relationships among and between them. They posit

the knowledge of concept representation using

that the interactions and relationships between

technologies, pedagogical techniques that use

these elements, combined with diverse contexts,

technology constructively, and spans the

account for the wide variations seen in the extent

understanding of how technology can help mitigate

and quality of educational technology integration.

problems students face while learning.

Interacting technological elements in the TPACK framework
(Koehler & Mishra, 2009):
Technological Knowledge: Knowledge of the types of ICT tools
that can be used to support an achievement of specific learning
objectives.
Technological Content Knowledge: Understanding of the manner
in which technology and content influence and constrain each other
i.e. How notions of subject matter and its representations can be
changed by application of particular technologies.
Figure 2: TPACK Framework

Technological Pedagogical Knowledge: Understanding of how
teaching and learning can change when particular technologies are
used in particular ways. It includes the ability to look beyond most
common uses of technology; reconfiguring them for customized
pedagogical purposes for the sake of advancing student learning and
understanding.
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METHODOLOGY
This study used a case study approach with a
mixed-method design that is largely quantitative
supported by qualitative data. Data was collected
via a school-wide survey, teacher interviews and
video records of PLC sessions from various
departments. As a means of data triangulation,
student focus group discussions were piloted to

resources and minutes, were reviewed.
The school-wide survey comprised of an instrument
by Ingvarson, Meiers, & Beavis (2003) which
measures the outcomes of a professional
development programme. The survey was
distributed to a sample of approximately 92
teachers, with a response rate of 70%. The

elicit students’ perspectives about their learning

instrument examined effects of the PLC on various

experiences in school. Purposive sampling was used

areas of knowledge and practice such as

to identify both teacher and student participants.

assessment literacy, use of information and

Artefacts from the PLC, such as online

communication technology (ICT), higher order
thinking, and teaching strategies.

RESULTS
This article reports on findings related to the professional learning of ICT tools in the PLC and its effect on
teaching and learning in the classroom.

Two items in the survey were found to be relevant
to the professional learning of ICT tools in the PLC.
The survey item 9P “PLC’s effect on integrating ICT
in teaching” scored fairly low, with 54% responding
Strongly Agree or Agree. Correlation analysis
surfaced strong correlations with 3 items in the
survey, as shown in Figure 3 below. Out of the 3
items, it has the strongest correlations with item
12P “The effect of PLC on effective access and use of
materials and resources”. The strong correlation
between these two items suggests that there is a
relation between teachers’ learning on the use of
materials and resources in the classroom and on
the use of ICT. Item 12P also scored significantly
higher Strongly Agree and Agree responses.
Qualitative data supports the trends observed in the
quantitative data. There were numerous instances,
from the interviews and session recordings, which
surfaced teachers’ sharing and development of
knowledge and skills related to reconfiguring
technology for pedagogical use in the classroom,
particularly in resource management. Teachers
reported an increased understanding and usage of
collaborative/interactive tools, such as Google apps,
blogs and poll-sites, through professional sharing by
colleagues and engagement with resources and
materials during PLC sessions. They noted that the
PLC interactions gave them a sense of
empowerment and confidence in using ICT to teach
in new ways.
For example, during the PLC sessions, colleagues
demonstrated or exemplified the use of a particular

Figure 3: Correlation analysis from survey
technology to advance learning in their classrooms.
Other members of the PLC reported having adopted
or adapted the technology to his or her pedagogical
practice after assimilating the knowledge gained
during the PLC sessions.
“I learnt about the site from our Senior Teacher
who has done it for Year 1, and I realized that this
method of sharing information is very useful; so I
copied the idea and created my own Year 2 site…”
In another example, whole departments adopted a
particular technology to support their professional
learning, for e.g., using discussion portals and
Google drive for resource repositories, and online
forums to facilitate their learning within the PLC.
Teachers who initially had no experience with the
technology were familiarised with its uses, and
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subsequently adopted or adapted it for their own

While discourse on Informative and Communicative

use in the classroom.

tools (Chen, Hsu & Hung, 2000) dominated PLC

“In the past, I used to go to class and just share my
resources and whatever I want to teach on the
PowerPoint, but now I like the idea of having a
Google site. So I created a site for my classes and

discussions on ICT, data suggests that teachers
discuss and share other ICT tools as well, such as
Constructive and Situating tools for teaching
content. (Figure 4).

my classroom practice has become simpler.”

Figure 4: Data from Teacher Interviews

In the pilot FGDS, student input on their

of lesson resources and collaborative input during

experiences on the use of ICT also corroborate with

class discussions. Other technological tools, like

the teacher qualitative data (Figure 5). Student data

Situating tools, are also utilized, but limited to

suggests that the technology used, in particular

particular subjects and teacher knowledge on the

Informative and Communicative technology, has

use of such tools.

helped facilitate their learning through its provision

Figure 5: Data from Student FGD
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In summary, the findings from both teachers and

The implications from the qualitative findings also

students show that teachers use different technological

reflect the quantitative findings. The responses to

tools for different purposes, highlighting evidence of

the survey items related to ICT, as well as the

TPACK knowledge and skills (Figure 6). Altogether, the

correlation analysis, suggest that the PLC has a

evidence suggests that these forms of knowledge are

pervasive impact on increasing teachers’ potential

transferred or developed within the PLC, either

in adapting or adopting Informative and

through whole-department adoption of a particular

Communicative technology, as compared to

technology, demonstrations by experienced colleagues,

integrating wholly diverse forms of technology to

or general sharing of ICT-infused practices.

enhance teaching and learning in the classroom,
especially in the 1:1 classroom environment.

Use of Simulation/
Constructive Tools

These findings are not exclusive to this study. Other
studies on teachers’ learning and use of ICT tools
also indicate that teachers reported having learned
a lot on how ICT can be used for teaching and
learning in school. However, they were not as keen
to report on whether the technologies have been
useful for their own teaching and learning purposes
in the classroom (Hauge, T.E., 2006). This may be

Use of
Communicative
technology e.g.
Google Drive

attributed to a lack of confidence that technologies
are being effectively applied in the classroom
(Cifuentes, Maxwell, & Bulu, 2011), under-exposure
to diverse forms of technology and how to reconfigure them for use in the classroom or a belief

DISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATION
The qualitative data suggests that teachers use a
variety of ICT tools to facilitate teaching and
learning in the classroom, and they bring such
conversations about technology into the PLC
sessions. The data also highlights that, in some
instances, the technology used is very subjectspecific, such as in using Situating tools to facilitate
the understanding of scientific concepts and

system that values traditional forms of technology
(white-board, pen, and paper) over digital and
transformative technologies (Mishra & Koehler,
2009).
Collectively, findings from this study and other
studies highlight the value of the PLC in facilitating
teachers’ learning and use of ICT in the classroom.
However, the PLC can play a greater role to
empower teachers to build knowledge in technology
integration leading to enduring changes in practice.
For example, the PLC can be leveraged to actively

models.

mobilize knowledge on teaching with technology.

The qualitative data also indicates that the learning

learning teams, appointing teacher leaders to drive

about ICT tools during PLC sessions is translated to
classroom practice. However, the data also surfaced
an issue – that the type of technological tool used is
usually dependent on teachers’ technological
knowledge, which is thus limited to teacher
experience, interest or exposure to different kinds

This may be in the form of creating ICT-literacy
ICT initiatives across departments, and holding
dedicated sharing sessions on ICT which includes
students and school leaders. The key outcome will
be an increased teacher capacity, confidence and
efficacy in using technology to transform teaching
and learning.

of technology and their use for teaching and
learning.
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PEDAGOGICAL

THOUGHTS

Exploration of Perspectives Using Paul's Elements
of Reasoning in a Higher Chinese Classroom
BY MISS TAN YEN CHUAN, TEACHER SPECIALIST, CHINESE LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

Level

Secondary Three

Topic

Narrative Essay With Comments : Kindness

Conceptual Lens

Perspectives and Choice
Practical reasoning may play a significant role in the moral decision-making
process, especially when faced with the moral dilemma.

Resources

Textbook 3B, Chapter 5.13: Walking past a beggar with a clear conscience
《坦然⾛ 乞丐》
Video 1 @ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJAbTcMAfs4 (An advertisement on a
kind-hearted beggar)
Video 2 @ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR50NjItiEg (“Disabled” beggar,
Exposed!)

Pedagogical Focus

Richard Paul’s Elements of Reasoning (Exploration of Perspectives)
Game-based Learning, Kahoot : Quiz
Differentiated Instruction (by Readiness)
What and How I Learn (WHILe). Conclusion of a Lesson and Development of
Metacognition

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to
1. understand the characteristics of a hybrid Narrative essay; a Narrative Essay with comments ( 叙

的散⽂)

2. explore both sides of argument on whether giving money to beggars does more harm than good.
3. understand the complexity in making the right moral choice (i.e reason or rationality alone cannot determine
whether the moral agents will make the right moral choice).

Figure 1: Paul’s Elements of Reasoning Framework
(adapted from Paul's Wheel of Reasoning, 1996)

Figure 2: What and How I Learn (WHILe)…
Students’ Thoughts and Understanding of the Topic
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Lesson Enactment Synopsis

Recapitulate learning goals, including learner outcomes.

Use of Kahoot to check students' understanding on the characteristics of a narrative essay with comments
as well as for the teacher to establish the link to the current lesson on the beggar issue
Show students two contrasting videos, Videos 1 and 2 about ‘Beggars’. A class discussion will ensue.

Introduce Paul’s Elements of Reasoning (see Figure 1) framework to students to analyse the beggar issue
from different perspectives.
Provide students with multiple, diverse resources on the issue of ‘Beggar’ and encourage students to
conduct online research to locate more evidence to support their viewpoints.
Assign questions of varying levels of difficulties to pre-assigned groups (based on learner’s readiness) for
discussions. Question examples include:
1.
Could "unconditional help" do more harm than good?
2.
How should we treat a beggar?
3.
What are some possible social problems related to the beggar issue?
4.
What are some appropriate ways to help a beggar?
5.
Is begging acceptable when help is needed?
Record of students' discussion points, including supporting evidence, on the specified Google Docs.,
which are accessible in Google classroom.
Present and share discussion points by respective groups.

Provide a summary of the key learning points of the lesson, with an emphasis on: “a simple act of kindness
encourages close observation and informed decision-making in order to truly help the people in need of
assistance".
Conclude lesson with the strategy, What and How I Learn, WHILe (see Figure 2); students reflect on what
they have learned and summarise their learning processes as part of conclusion of the topic.
Give Formative Assessment (A Follow-up Activity): Students are to complete a comprehension
assignment, for the next chapter, which is related to kindness but written in another perspective.

Bateson, L. (2017, May 04). Giving money to beggars does more harm than good. Retrieved from
https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2017/05/money-beggars-harm-cash/
Duokan. (2013, May 1). CRITICAL THINKING Tools for taking charge of your learning and your life 3rd edition. Retrieved from
http://www.duokan.com/reader/www/app.html?id=4e78ab051faf45999c884ec1acbc29e0
(2004, July 30).
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Retrieved from http://www.people.com.cn/GB/paper68/12588/1131669.html

PEDAGOGICAL

THOUGHTS

Scientific Investigation & Reasoning using an
Inquiry Approach in Biology
BY DR LIM AI KHIM, SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Level

Secondary Four

Topic

Gene Expression and Genetic Engineering/Bacterial Transformation

Conceptual Lens

Change
Change generates more changes: the expression of genetic information involves cellular
and molecular mechanisms and this heritable information provides for continuity of life.

Resources

Scientific Method of Inquiry
Wheel of Scientific Investigation and Reasoning

Pedagogical Focus

Richard Paul’s Elements of Reasoning (Scientific Investigation and Reasoning)
Concept-based Learning (through the use of Planning Board)

SCIENTIFIC METHOD EXAMPLE:
Bacterial Transformation

1. Make An Observation
Observation:
There is green fluorescence in one of
the four plates of bacteria!

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to
1. make observations of results.
2. create meaning from observations.
3. ask accurate questions.
4. develop a hypothesis.
5. design and perform an experiment to test the hypothesis.

2. Ask a Question
Question:
Why does that
plate of bacteria
fluoresce?

3. Propose a Hypothesis
Maybe the bacteria
fluoresces due to the
type of agar used.

4. Make and Test Predictions
Prediction:
If bacteria from the other plates
are plated on the fluoresce-inducing
agar, they too will fluoresce.

5. Analyze Results
and the result is...
The bacteria
fluoresces!
Hypothesis is
supported

The bacteria does
not fluoresce.
Hypothesis is
NOT supported

ANALYZING RESULTS
But what is in the agar
that makes the
bacteria fluoresce?

Hmm... maybe the bacteria
plated on each plate is
different?

Figure 2: Wheel of Scientific Investigation and Reasoning
Source: Javits Project Clarion, Center for Gifted Education, College of William
and Mary (2010)

Figure 1: Scientific Method
Illustrated by Cassandra Chu
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A Four-Lesson Enactment Synopsis
Using the cyclical approach towards the traditional Scientific Method (see Figure 1), students will complete three rounds
of the Wheel of Scientific Investigation and Reasoning (see Figure 2)

Students make observations of a green fluorescence in one of the four plates of bacteria that they have
prepared in their bacterial transformation practical in lesson one.

Having made the observations of the results by comparing the four bacteria plates from Lesson 1, the
students are to
i. take photos of their plates,
ii. identify comparable features across the plates and
iii. record their findings in a table format on a Guided Investigation google doc.
Note: Groups that manage to complete the given tasks within a shorter time frame will be encouraged
to make more comparisons but fundamentally, all groups are required to make a minimum of one
comparison across the plates. The weaker groups are provided a sample table that they can adopt for
use.
Next, the groups will be provided the relevant materials for Lesson 2 experiment. Every group will be
engaged in a discussion and come up with a Yes or No question to ask the teacher. The student-posed
questions could be related to either their results or the materials provided. The focus of the lesson is to
promote creative thinking through brainstorming and to ask accurate questions as they seek for clues
to solve the problem.
With the aid of a planning board, each group of students will
i. identify one key question they are interested in exploring,
ii. brainstorm a list of variables that are examinable in this inquiry (however, groups that faced
difficulties will be provided examples of variables),
iii. craft a hypothesis based on one suitable variable, and
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PEDAGOGICAL

THOUGHTS

Situational Writing In An
English Language Classroom
BY MRS JASSIE TEO, SENIOR TEACHER, ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

Level

Secondary Four

Topic

Managing Impressions

Conceptual Lens

System (Tone and Register in Communication)
Tone and intent is most accurately conveyed through the author’s actions than
through phrasing of request.

Pedagogical Focus

Richard Paul’s Elements of Reasoning
Marzano’s Cognitive System: Knowledge Retrieval, Comprehension, Analysis and
Knowledge Utilization

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to
1. identify the factors which contribute to a reader’s impression of the author, for example, the use of letter-writing
conventions (e.g. salutations, addresses, closings, sign-offs), personal identifiers (e.g. email addresses, usernames,
sign-offs), use of English (e.g. mechanics) and tone.
2. understand that respectful and polite tone is conveyed when:
i. the author indicates that she has considered the perspective of the reader.
ii. the author presents the reader with a choice without demanding a certain course of action from the reader.

Figure 1: Brainstorming activity on Tone and Register

Figure 3: Questions formulated using Paul’s Elements of Reasoning

Figure 2: An email written in an inappropriate tone
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Lesson Enactment Synopsis
Essential Question: How do we achieve a respectful and polite tone in written communication?

Students, in pairs, recall the three key learning points from the previous lessons:
1. Effective writing for the situation meets reader’s expectations while conveying author’s intent.
2. Choice of medium reflects author’s perception of relationship to reader.
3. Effective writing for the situation meets reader’s expectations while conveying author’s intent.

Students work in groups of six in this Analogy Activity. Each group is randomly assigned a given picture
(e.g. a zipper)
To check student understanding of previous learning points, students are to explain how the picture
assigned to them could be a representation of one or more of the previous learning points. For
example, the zipper could be used to illustrate how both the writer’s and reader’s expectations should
be aligned for communication to be effective. Time is given to the respective groups to present their
explanations of the assigned analogy.
Next, the teacher introduces the new lesson focus (on tone and register) by posing the key question for
the lesson: How do we achieve a respectful and polite tone in written communication?
The teacher also introduces the concept of tone and register by having the class brainstorm the
different ways of asking when one would like to borrow a pen (Figure 1).

Students are presented an email written in an inappropriate tone (Figure 2).
Teacher models for the class how the elements of reasoning, through questioning (Figure 3), could be
used to analyse the email.
Next, the students are given a different email (also written in an inappropriate tone) to practise.
Students will work in groups of six. Each member is assigned one of the six questions and is to share her
individual response with the rest of the group members. At the end of the group activity, the teacher will
solicit responses from the class to check for understanding.

As a follow-up of the analysis of the two emails, students are to revisit the key question posed at the
start of the lesson: How do we achieve a respectful and polite tone in written communication?
Teacher facilitates a class discussion and guide students towards the uncoverage of the understanding
that respectful and polite tone is conveyed when:
a. The author indicates that she has considered the perspective of the reader.
b. The author presents the reader with a choice without demanding a certain course of action from
the reader.

As homework, students are encouraged to revise any one of the two emails analysed in class and rewrite it
such that the tone is respectful and polite for the purpose of writing.
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THOUGHTS

Team-based Learning In A Mathematics Classroom
BY MR SOH HONG WEI, MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT

Level

Secondary Two

Topic

Scales and Maps

Conceptual Lens

Scale
Area and distances on a map can be measured by using the map scale - the ratio
of a distance on the map to the corresponding distance on the ground.

Pedagogical Focus

Flipped Classroom via Ace Learning
Team-based Learning via MCQ* with Scratch Cards
Note* MCQ is crafted to bring out common mistakes in calculation of scales and
maps as well as any misconceptions.

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to
1. compute the actual length and area of a place given the scale and measurements on a map/model.
2. compute the Representative Fraction (in the form) or scale of a map (in the form 1: n), given the
measurements and actual length/area of a place.
3. derive the area scale from the linear scale (and vice-versa).

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONS THAT CAN BRING OUT COMMON MISTAKES / MISCONCEPTIONS
1. The scale of a street map is 1 : 2000. The actual distance, in metres,
of a road represented by 7 cm on the map is
A.
B.
C.
D.

140
14 000
70
7 000

Solution:

2. If a map has an area scale of 1cm² : 0.81 km², find the map scale
in the form 1 : r
A.
B.
C.
D.

Map

1 : 810
1 : 900
1 : 81 000
1 : 90 000

Solution:

Actual Ground

Map

Actual Ground

1 cm² : 0.81 km² ----------------- Area Scale
so 1 cm : √0.81 = 0.9 km ------- Linear Scale
= 1 cm : 90 000 cm

1 cm : 2000 cm
= 1 cm : 20 m
so 7cm on the map represents 20x7=140m on actual ground.

Hence, the map scale is 1 : 90 000.

For Qn 1, students will need to take note of converting cm to m when
they derive their final answer for actual distance.

For Qn 2, it is the use of square root to convert Area Scale back to Linear Scale.
It is a concept that might not be clear for some students at that point of time.

3. The actual area of a lake is 3.2 km². Find the area (in cm²) used to represent it
on the map if the scale of the map is 1 : 8000.
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.05
4.00
5.00
2.56

Solution:

Map

Actual Ground

1 cm : 80 000 cm
= 1 cm : 0.8 km --------------- Linear Scale
so 1 cm² : 0.8² = 0.64 km ----- Area Scale
so 3.2 km² on the actual ground is represented by

3.2
= 5 cm² on the map.
0.64

For Qn 3, students need to take note when converting from linear scale to area scale to
use the area scale for the calculation of area represented on map.
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Lesson Enactment Synopsis

Teacher arranges students into groups of four or five.
Lesson will begin with an introduction to the use of scales and maps in real life application, eg. map of
Malaysia, map showing Singapore’s MRT lines, floor plan of a 3 bedroom apartment, and model of
Pinnacle@Duxton BTO.
Students, in their respective groupings, will discuss on how the idea of scales and maps is used for ONE
of the examples cited above.

Teacher distributes the MCQs worksheets to each student. The students will be tasked to complete the
MCQs worksheet based on what they have explored on Ace Learning prior to the lesson.
First 10 mins (Individual work, strictly NO discussion)
Students can refer to any source of information available to them. No discussion.
Next 10 mins (Team-based Learning: Scratch Card + Group discussion)
Students will discuss their answers for the MCQs in their allocated groups.
Every group has to decide on a common answer for each question before they can scratch their answer
on the scratch card. Once an option has been scratched, a label will show when the answer is correct.
Otherwise, if the answer is incorrect, a blank will appear.
Every group must strive to get ALL the 10 MCQ questions correctly done (shown) on the scratch card.
Every group will show the teacher when they are done with their scratch cards.
Teacher will assess the common mistakes/misconceptions made by the group and get them to discuss
about the mistakes they have made. In other words, students will reflect on their learning process.
Teacher will clarify certain questions (common mistakes/misconceptions made by the groups) in class as
a summary of the lesson.
The previous page contains some examples of questions that can bring out common mistakes/
misconceptions

Students will articulate the main concepts and the enduring understanding covered in this unit on the
whiteboard.
As a follow-up, students will complete worksheet exercises as a formative assessment for the next
lesson.
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Using Paul’s Elements of Reasoning To
Teach Metacognition
BY MR MOHAMMAD FAIZAL BIN K ABDUL AZIZ, ASSISTANT HEAD (HISTORY),
HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT
Level

Secondary Three

Topic

Potential Appeal of Extremist Ideas, Cultural Revolution in China
(Authoritarian Regimes: Communist China under Mao Zedong, 1949 – 1976)

Conceptual Lens

Power and Ideology (Change and Systems)
Ideologies, used by government to manage its people in order to ensure
compliance, may benefit or harm the society.

Pedagogical Focus

Flipped Classroom on Cultural Revolution @ https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nPuvFXv8Gos
Paul’s Elements of Reasoning

Learner Outcomes:
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to use Paul’s Elements of Reasoning as a metacognitive tool to examine
the (potential) appeal of extremism.
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Figure 1: Paul-Elder’s Elements of Reasoning with Samples of Students’ Responses
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Three-Activity Lesson Enactment Synopsis
In Activity One, teacher poses the Question at Issue, “ Why are extremist ideas appealing?” to encourage
the students to examine their purpose of thinking, to take charge of the information that they need to
gather and to take on the burden of figuring out what is next in their extended learning.
Students are to explore the question at issue, using the Paul-Elder Critical Thinking Framework as a guide
(Figure 1).
Next, students are to record their thoughts on the given worksheet. A sample of the collective students’
work can be seen in Figure 2. The questions in the worksheet are also meant to provoke students’ empathy
and ability to relate to the situation of that period.

Teacher introduces a Trigger, Activity Two; the students are to watch a video on “A Son’s Guilt Over the
Mother He Sent to Her Death” @ https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/27/china-culturalrevolution-sons-guilt-zhang-hongping
Students will be provoked into thinking about the subject matter from an emotive perspective. The
lesson was set for metacognition to take place, after the role-modelling and mood-setting.
Teacher poses this Question-at-Issue, ”Why are the extreme Cultural Revolution ideas appealing to
the Chinese youths?”
“Father and son denounced mother as an anti-revolutionary, leading to her execution.”
“Mother and father are dear, but Chairman Mao is dearer.”
Students are to reflect on it and teacher will elicit responses from class.
Next, students will engage themselves in Activity Three in which they will be challenged to understand
their own learning and thought processes (metacognition) using the given three questions:
i. Why am I doing this (Question)?
ii. What do I need to know?
iii. How would I know I have learnt?
These questions are mapped to relevant parts of the Elements of Reasoning, so that student see a logical
connection from the cognitive aspects of thinking to the metacognitive aspects of learning.
Teacher then poses the Question-at-Issue, “Why are extremist ideas appealing?”
Students use the given guiding questions to chart out their metacognition. A sample of the students’ work
can be seen in Figure 3.

Teacher summarises the key learning points and highlights the understanding for the lesson:
“Ideologies, used by government to manage its people in order to ensure compliance, may benefit or harm the
society.”

Guiding Questions:
Why is this question significant to me?
What connections do I have/make with the
Question at Issue?
What do I already know about this topic?

Extremist ideas still happening (so it is
relevant)
Student: Extremist ideas are still being
supported up till now. How does
extremism influence people to forsake
their moral system (eg. go against their
family)? Youths are at high risk of falling for
extremism and thus I feel that we must
learn how to look beyond the grandeur of
governance policies and find the truth.
Question at Issue/ Purpose of Thinking/ Point of View
(Getting READY)

Guiding Questions:
What assumptions have I made?
What (further) information do I need to help me
address the Question at Issue?
What relevant concepts do I need to bring in?
What were some confusing points in class?

Student: How can so many people accept
extremist ideas at the same time? Why were
people (CR) so passionate in their support for
socialism even though they weren’t living in
dire conditions at the time? In the CR, did
people actually begin to doubt the extremist
ideas (how?) and what happened to them?
What exactly were the implications behind the
CR to make people consider it as a major
historical event?
Assumptions/ Information/ Concepts
(READY to Learn)
Figure 2: Samples of Students’ Work
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Guiding Questions:
What are my inferences/conclusions?
What do I want to find out more about?
How can I transfer my learning beyond History?
Has my thinking changed? How?
Is my reasoning CLEAR, RELEVANT, ACCURATE,
PRECISE?

Student: People may not be spurred by drastic
conditions to accept extremist ideas. Extremist
ideas appeal to human idealism and the want
for empowerment/revolutionise. When
propagated to society through all aspects of
life(e.g. Mao used of the arts, propaganda,
education, authoritarian coercion etc.),
extremist ideas can become normal and
followed blindly by people
Interpretations, Inferences, Conclusions/ Implications,
Consequences (ALL READY)

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE

To raise their own professional standards. the team
took the initiative to share their practices with the
This year, through a process of collaborative inquiry,
a team of Year 4 Chemistry teachers worked together
to address gaps in their students’ conceptual
understanding. Through meaning-making processes,
differentiated strategies, thoughtful pedagogies and
relationship-building, the team was able to improve
student achievement at the end of the year. This
narrative outlines how these factors enhanced
student learning, demonstrating the importance of
the teacher’s role in facilitating good learning.

larger teaching fraternity. For instance, Rachel Pang
and Christopher Foo presented a session on
Differentiation in Chemistry Classroom at both the
Asia Pacific Conference of Giftedness in Bangkok in
August and the S7 Science Cluster Sharing in
September. At these sessions, Rachel and
Christopher illustrated how the topic on
Experimental Chemistry can be differentiated using
tiered tasks for group discussion. They also
demonstrated how to integrate History in a unit on
Energetics using the Hindenburg disaster as a
storyline.

The four teachers- Christopher Foo, Rachel Pang,
Nina Chun and Rajesh Rai - were determined to
collaborate on quality lesson-planning and delivery.
At weekly Professional Learning Sessions (PLS), they
shared pedagogies and lesson materials and
gathered feedback to fine-tune the lessons. During
PLS sessions, they shared what they learnt in recent
courses and workshops or a new pedagogy tried in
the classroom. The synergy and constructive
feedback boosted their learning and overall teaching
and learning.

Rachel Pang and Nina Chun also shared at the
Symposium organised by the RGS Centre for
Pedagogical Research and Learning (PeRL) this
year. They showed how the Active Learning Process
can be harnessed as a pedagogical framework in
the Chemistry classroom. They shared how playdough models can be used to teach the structure of
ionic compounds. They also explained how students
can see the relevance of Chemistry in their daily
lives by using current news articles for class
discussion and how team-based learning can be
used to teach the mole concept.
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Rajesh participated in the annual PeRL Open
Classroom lesson, co-teaching it with a Senior
Teacher, Mr Don Yeo, from NUS High School of
Maths and Science. Students worked in pairs to solve
stoichiometry questions of varying difficulty levels
and presented their solutions, differentiated by
readiness and content. QR codes were used to
gather responses and give feedback – the tool
allowed the lesson to be transferable even in a
school that is not 1:1. Rajesh also shared with the
department her learning points from a course on
"Tackling Misconception". The premise of the sharing
was that alternative concepts or misconceptions can
interfere with the acquisition of new knowledge. She
explained that by understanding the sources of
misconceptions, teachers can harness strategies to
surface misconceptions such as the use of concept
cartoons or two-tiered MCQs.

their needs (Tomlinson, 2005). In addition,
differentiation is increasingly recognised as a means
to meet students’ individual need, and particularly
for gifted and talented learners (Colangelo, Assouline
and Gross, 2004). One of the methods used to
identify their learners was through online short
quizzes/entrance or exit cards. Students were
grouped based on their responses in the quizzes and
given different tasks catering to different levels of

The team of teachers also designed the Chemistry
curriculum to allow students to discover and
comprehend the natural world and appreciate the
profound influence of chemistry in everyday living.
For instance, they referred to cosmetics, perfumes,
culinary and medicines to explain Chemistry
concepts. Students’ scientific inquiry skills were
developed through tasks like conducting experiments
to find out properties of materials or processing data
from a simulation activity on Speed of Reaction to
relate the macroscopic to the microscopic properties.
They also designed interesting performance tasks
which require students to tackle real-life issues. In
fact, the Chemistry curriculum is purposefully crafted
to enable the application of scientific concepts and
principles. Data-based questions with crossdisciplinary content and real-life contexts further
develop students’ ability to deal with complex and
ambiguous situations.
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readiness. One example is the experimental planning
task, where students who were ready were given
tasks of greater complexity and less scaffolding while
students of lower readiness were given tasks with
more scaffolding. At the end of the lessons, all
students were able to meet the learning outcomes as
demonstrated in their outstanding performance at
the year-end practical planning assessment task.
Other than readiness, they also attempted to cater to
students’ interest such as designing special lessons
for a class who is very passionate in History.
Students in this class could read up on the history of
the Hindenburg disaster and craft a letter to the
Hindenburg designer, Mr Hugo Eckener, to convince
him that hydrogen gas is dangerous and should not
be used as a lifting gas. Students gave very positive
feedback on the lesson as they were able to present
using their knowledge from two disciplines Chemistry and History.

In designing lessons for the students, differentiation

The Chemistry curriculum includes pedagogies

is a key consideration. The team differentiated within

appropriate for high ability learners. An example is the

a class or between classes. They recognised that

5E Science Inquiry Approach which involves critical

differentiation is a process through which teachers

thinking about observations and conclusions. Another

enhance learning by matching student characteristics

approach is the concept attainment or development

to instruction and assessment, allowing students to

method, where students are given examples and non-

access the same classroom curriculum by providing

examples of a concept to deduce its characteristics -

entry points, learning tasks, and outcomes tailored to

such as the definition of a salt. As students analyse

data and deduce conclusions, they deepen their

check their understanding, and online quizzes were

understanding in a way that frontal teaching may

posted on the Google Classroom. Students could

not achieve.

attempt the level they were comfortable with,
anytime and anywhere. Both the checklist and

The team was very proactive in collecting feedback

online quizzes facilitated self-directed learning.

on students’ learning, either through online
platforms such as Google Quizzes, Socrative Quizzes
or others like Traffic Light, Exit Cards or
Assignments. All assignments were marked
thoroughly by the teachers with individualized
feedback for students. File checks were conducted
to ensure students organised their learning
resources and completed their corrections. The
teachers went the extra mile of conducting
additional file checks for specific students with
academic issues in Year 3.

STRONG MANDATE
The above initiatives reaped many benefits. Firstly,
the students achieved high scores at the end of the
year. Secondly, students rated the team highly for
the annual RGS Experience Survey. The team was
also deeply gratified by the numerous appreciation
notes from both parents and students. The team’s
efforts attest to their strong professional culture
and demonstrate that teacher collaboration
strengthens professional discourse and practice.

RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING
The team constantly encouraged the students to put
in effort for continual improvement. The teachers
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not forgetting the people who have helped them get
there, in line with the school’s theme “deep roots,
strong wings”.
System and processes were put in place to ensure all
students acquire mastery in the subject. Other than
the Structured Remediation Programme held weekly
for students who failed the subject, they also
conducted regular consultation sessions. During
these sessions, students were assigned additional
practice worksheets, with individualised feedback
given. Students who were very passionate and adept
in the subject were provided Chemistry Olympiad
Training sessions. The teachers encouraged these
students to participate in competitions such as the
Singapore Junior Chemistry Olympiad and the
Australian National Chemistry Quiz. To prepare the
students for the End-of-Year Assessment, a selfcheck list of unit skills and knowledge required for
the assessment was provided so that students could
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